


 

 

Abstract 

Multi-Scale Molecular Modeling of Phase Behavior and Microstructure 

in Polymeric Mixtures with Nanoparticles 

by 

ZHENGZHENG FENG 

The phase behaviors and microstructures of various realistic and model 

mixtures of macro and micro molecules have been accurately predicted by the 

application of Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT) based approaches through 

various extensions that improve both the physical description of molecular 

interactions and speed of computations. The extensions are presented in generic 

sense and the approaches have potential impacts in other fields including biology, 

medicine and energy industry.  

On the phenomenological scale, the novel SAFT-Dimer equation of state has 

been extended to study the liquid-liquid phase boundary (cloud point) in polyolefin 

solutions. The effect of various parameters, such as temperature, molecular weight, 

solvent quality and comonomer content, on the phase behavior has been 

successfully captured by the theoretical model through comparison with 

experimental measurements. The presented approach requires fewer parameters 

than previous methods and is of critical value to the operation and optimization of 

industrial productions of polymers, especially polyolefins with long branches.  



 

 

On the molecular scale, the interfacial SAFT (iSAFT) Density Functional 

Theory (DFT) has been extended to include a dispersion free energy functional that 

explicitly accounts for molecular correlations. The Order-Disorder Transition (ODT) 

between lamellar and disordered phase has then been investigated for pure block 

copolymer and copolymer nanocomposite systems. The extension has been shown 

to dramatically improve the ODT predictions of iSAFT as well as the self-assembled 

microstructures in nanocomposites over previous DFT calculations, in comparison 

to coarse grained molecular simulations.  

iSAFT has then been extended to study complex morphologies with density 

variations in multiple dimensions thanks to the implementation of Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) scheme which drastically increases the computation efficiency. 

Comprehensive phase diagrams have been obtained for copolymer nanocomposites 

for the first time using a single framework molecular theory. Moreover, the 

mechanism of nanoparticle induced morphological transition between cylindrical 

and lamellar phase has been studied by tracking the transition evolution and 

analyzing metastable morphologies, which are in agreement with existing 

experimental reports and theoretical calculations. With these extensions, iSAFT 

offers a powerful tool that accurately relates molecular structure to thermophysical 

properties and provides an efficient alternative to screen parameter space for 

specified material properties.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This dissertation is devoted to the quantitative modeling of phase behaviors 

and microstructures of copolymers and particle / solvent mixtures through the 

extension and development of one of the most advanced classes of molecular 

thermodynamic theory, i.e. the first order Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory 

(TPT1)1-4 and its derivative for mixtures: Statistical Associating Fluid Theory 

(SAFT).5-8 This dissertation also presents novel techniques to increase the accuracy 

of theoretical predictions which is benchmarked through comparison with 

experimental measurements and molecular simulations.  

The current chapter discusses the motivations and challenges of this 

research and provides a structural outline for the rest of this thesis.  
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1.1. Motivation 

1.1.1. Polymers, copolymers and nanocomposites 

The blossom of the synthetic polymer industry has reshaped our world in the 

last century. We have seen extensive application of a wide variety of polymer 

products, such as plastics (polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride etc.), nylon (polyamides) 

and rubber (elastomers), in almost every facet of our daily lives including clothing, 

packaging, communication, transportation, recreation and health care. The global 

consumption and demand for polymer material continues to grow due to growing 

population, new found applications and replacement of outdated material. It is 

projected that the plastics and polymers consumption will have an average growth 

rate of 5%,  about 1.5% higher than the expected global GDP growth, and it will 

touch a figure of 227 million tons / year by 2015.9 These polymers are synthesized 

through the reaction (or polymerization) that covalently bonds a large number of 

repeating units (or monomers) together into chain like molecules. A number of 

common polymers are heavily hydrocarbon based and are often manufactured from 

an enormous source of monomers found in crude oil and natural gas resources 

thanks to the fast growth of the petroleum industry.  

The large scale of polymer production made possible by the abundance of 

monomers gives polymer an economical and energetic advantage over other 

materials. For example, during their life cycles, plastic bags and foam polystyrene 

containers require about 30% less energy to make than their respective paper 

alternatives.10 Plastic substitutes would double the energy consumed to produce 
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packaging around the world.10 Certain polymers may have other property 

superiority over conventional materials. For example, high density polyethylene 

(HDPE) is widely used in food packaging because it is a good moisture barrier and 

chemical resistor; polytetrafluoroethylene, or Teflon, is widely used as cooking ware 

coatings due to its high hydrophobicity and low coefficient of friction; 

Polypropylene (PP) is used on automotive parts to reduce their weights and 

increase fuel efficiency. These polymers are synthesized with only one type of 

monomers and thus are labeled homopolymers.  The development in polymer 

chemistry has enabled the co-polymerization of multiple types of monomers 

targeting at further customized property enhancements through the introduction of 

new molecular architecture and / or heterogeneous atoms. For example, 

polyethylene co-polymerized with alpha-olefins (1-butene, 1-hexene, etc., the 

copolymer is called linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE)) is more flexible than 

HDPE and therefore used in soft packaging. 

Copolymers synthesized from large scale industrial reaction often have 

randomly distributed comonomers on chain molecules. The property enhancement 

is gained uniformly for the bulk material. On the other hand, modern chemistry has 

achieved controlled synthesis of block copolymers (BCP) which consist of 

homopolymer blocks of each type of monomer. Block copolymers could possess 

drastically different properties when compared to random copolymers with the 

same average chemical composition. Block copolymers are also fascinating 

materials that have attracted substantial attention from various fields because they 

self-assemble and phase separate on the molecular level if the monomers are 
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chemically incompatible. 11-13 Long block copolymers are thermodynamically 

sensitive enough to respond to thermo, photonic, electrochemical and even isotopic 

variations,14-16 presenting the opportunity to fabricate smart materials. Short block 

copolymers, or block oligomers, are surface active amphiphilic molecules, which 

could be used as surfactants in household chemicals such as detergents and 

shampoos. They could also be found in biological systems in the form of lipid 

molecules that comprise cell membranes. Different combinations of block chemistry, 

sequence, architecture and polydispersity of copolymers essentially provide an 

infinitely large library of molecular structures for material scientists and 

computational physicists to explore and utilize.
17-20  

In the last decade, composite materials incorporating nanoscale particles (NP) 

in block copolymer matrix have drawn significant attention and interest.21-23 This 

composite has several advantages over conventional polymeric materials. 

Nanoparticles with unique mechanical, optical, electrical or catalytic features can 

provide bulk property enhancement with much lower loadings than traditional 

mesoscale particle additives. Nanoparticles with tunable sizes and surface 

chemistries could also distribute themselves with molecular scale precision in a 

copolymer matrix. For example, a number of research groups have observed that in 

symmetric diblock copolymers with molecular weight on the order of 100kg/mol, 

relatively large particles (6~20nm) prefer the center of the chemically compatible 

domain while small particles (~4nm) tend to locate at the interfaces of two blocks, 

even though both types of particles are surface modified to be energetically 

favorable to the same copolymer block.24-28 The controllable distribution of NPs is 
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labeled the second level of self-assembling in BCP/NP nanocomposite.29 These two 

levels of self-assembling have opened up the opportunity to fabricate functional 

nanomaterials from the bottom up and also have excited the development of 

separation, catalysis, lithography, communication and other engineering aspects on 

the nanometer level. 29-32 The addition of nanoparticles could also affect local 

copolymer configuration and further enrich the phase behaviors of such composite 

material through intricate entropic and enthalpic interactions. A number of 

experiments have shown phase transitions and coexisting phases in block 

copolymer material induced by nanoparticles. 33-36  

This thesis is focused on providing critical insight and understanding on the 

distribution of nanoparticles, microstructure of copolymers and phase behavior of 

the composite material. Such understanding is a prerequisite for the design and 

optimization of industrial processes as well as development of novel technologies. 

Several examples could be emphasized echoing the cases given above. LLDPE is 

more flexible than HDPE because the comonomers provide chain branches that 

increase the separation between polymer molecules, therefore reduce the density of 

the material. Moreover, the reaction should be carried out in a liquid-liquid two 

phase region to ensure narrow molecular weight distribution and prevent long 

branch formations (otherwise chain entangling would occur and the product would 

be LDPE instead).37 However, cooling of the mixtures, which might occur at wall 

fluid contact or during post reactor transport, would result in the precipitation of a 

polymer solid phase. This solid could form polymer films on tube inner walls and it 

impairs heat transfer and requires continuous defouling.38 Therefore, the industrial 
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production of LLDPE depends heavily on the understanding of its phase behaviors. 

Another example is that poly(styrene-butadiene-styrene) block copolymers (SBS 

rubber) is found to be a much better recyclable material than the randomly 

copolymerized poly(styrene-butadiene) rubber (SBR). The reason is that the 

styrene blocks in SBS could microphase separate and form their own individual 

domains, serving as crosslinkers. This crosslinking could be reversed by increasing 

the temperature since the different blocks become miscible at high temperature as 

indicated by the phase diagrams of block copolymers. On the other hand, the 

crosslinking is usually irreversible in SBR production and results in difficulty in 

recycling. The molecular level understanding of the structure and micro phase 

behavior of SBS could help design novel material and improve production process. 

For the last example, the larger nanoparticles in BCP matrices prefer the interfaces 

of blocks because they experience stronger polymer conformational entropic ‘push’ 

than smaller NPs. This migration of nanoparticles has been proposed as a promising 

mechanism for self-healing materials.39, 40 The entropic preference could be 

overcome if nanoparticles are decorated with chemically selective tethers that 

provide an enthalpic driving force to ‘balance’ themselves within the copolymer 

matrix. Modern chemists have achieved full control of nanoparticle distribution by 

adjusting the density and composition of these tethers.24, 34, 41, 42 

1.1.2. Method of investigation 

Experimental methods have been essential in advancing our knowledge of 

complex systems. Experimental measurements and observations are the inspiration 
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and foundation of the development of computation model and parameter regression. 

However, physical properties of a system as complex as block copolymer composite 

are determined by a large parameter space. It would be quite expensive to screen 

this parameter library for desirable materials through experiments. Moreover, 

experimental studies are hindered on the molecular level to provide microscopic 

insights.  

Various types of molecular simulations are then introduced to provide solid 

measurements on the molecular level. These simulations are built on statistics and 

classical Newtonian mechanics and range from detailed atomistic simulations to 

mesoscale coarse grained simulations. Molecular simulations store significant 

amount of information of the system and as the complexity increases, the 

computation cost increases rapidly. Even with the fast growth of computation 

power, current molecular simulations are not efficient in studying long polymers, 

mixtures of a large number of components and systems with trace species present.  

In the study of such systems, an economical alternative is molecular theory 

based on statistical thermodynamics. Unlike classical thermodynamics, which deals 

with macroscopic properties and does not rely on the details (shape, size, etc.) of 

molecules, statistical thermodynamics describes physical properties from a 

molecular point of view through the use of probability theory. It bridges the 

microscopic properties of atoms to the bulk properties of materials. With an 

efficient and powerful molecular theory, reliable screening of the parameter space 

for desired properties could be done quickly. The theories applied in this thesis are 
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derived from TPT1 or SAFT, a particularly successful type of molecular theory. 

There have been a few studies on the bulk phase behavior of copolymer / surfactant 

solutions and structures of homopolymer / particle composites using TPT1-based 

theories.40, 43-49 The first goal of this work is to extend the theory to complex block 

copolymer composites. The second goal of this work is to achieve quantitative 

accuracy in the model prediction of phase boundary and structures in comparison to 

experiments or molecular simulations. A comprehensive review of successful 

molecular theories and their elements will be presented in the next Chapter.  

1.1.3. Broader impact 

A mathematical model could represent different physical phenomena that 

share similar fundamental foundation. The molecular model of interest in this work 

contains components to account for the structural property and thermophysical 

behavior of a chain-like species with multiple parts of distinct chemical nature and a 

particle-like species that interacts. On one hand, the polymer model is readily 

applicable to surfactants and lipid molecules by extending the definition of polymer 

to short oligomers. On the other hand, the nanoparticle model can also be loosened 

to describe small near-spherical solvent molecules, such as methane and ethane. By 

varying the relative concentration of these two species and their structural and 

interaction parameters, the molecular model developed in this work could be used 

to study a wide range of physical systems such as polyolefin solutions in production 

reactors, lipids in biological membranes and surfactants at interfaces of two 

immiscible fluids.   
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Our interest in the structure-property relation also extends to the 

aforementioned studies. It is of critical value to understand and predict the self-

assembling behavior and structural configurations of surfactants at interfaces and 

lipids in biological environments. For example, an accurate molecular model can aid 

in functional molecule design by quickly screening over molecules with different 

structures (length, branches, shape etc.) for the one with best performance in 

lowering interfacial tension. Furthermore, the molecular model can also provide 

insights on the microscopic structure of lipid bilayers and how they would react to 

and accommodate different chemical species (drugs, cholesterol and biosensor etc.) 

and morph accordingly. In addition, as motivated before, the phase behavior 

information is essential to the optimization of polyolefin productions. Therefore, the 

modeling concept and potential significance of this work is not limited within block 

copolymer composite system but could also reach out to polyolefin industry, drug 

delivery, design of household chemicals and enhanced oil recovery.   

1.2. Challenges 

The last section motivated the study of block copolymer / particle composite. 

To translate the physical mixtures to computational models, simplifications must be 

made due to the complexity of these systems. Moreover, the study in this work is 

inevitably restricted to certain physical properties due to the limitation of time and 

resources. This section defines the scope of the molecular models in detail as well as 

computation geometry. Expected challenges during the modeling practice will also 
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be discussed. The next section introduces the particular physical properties 

examined in this work.  

The copolymers, as well as short surfactant like oligomers, are modeled as 

non-polar hydrocarbon molecules carrying no charges. This assumption is 

reasonable for polyolefins and a wide range of block copolymers consist of non-

polar or slightly polar monomers (styrene, ethylene, propylene), but may cause 

inaccuracies for polar copolymers (2-vinylpyridine, methyl methacrylate) or 

charged surfactants. Polydisperse polymers have been studied using TPT1 based 

theories 45, 50-53 and they are usually interpreted as a mixture of polymers with 

different lengths but same chemical nature. Although polydispersity affects the 

phase behavior of copolymers,18, 50 experimental techniques have been developed to 

control molecular weight distribution. From a computation perspective, 

polydispersity can increase the cost considerably. Therefore, this thesis assumes 

monodisperse polymers only unless specified otherwise. Note that the theories 

discussed in this thesis could be easily extended to polydisperse systems. The 

architecture of random or block copolymers on a microscopic level, mainly referring 

to block sequence, chain branching and chain rigidity, also affects the phase 

behavior.54 In this work, the architecture of copolymers is simplified to be fully 

flexible chains (if BCP, only two blocks) with simple branches, which means that the 

branches are fairly short and their molecular weight should be less than that of a 

linear backbone. This excludes the consideration of star or dendritic copolymers. 

The complex molecular architecture could be conveniently incorporated thanks to 

recent theoretical developments.55-57 Nanoparticles or solvent molecules are 
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modeled simply as spherical species with intermolecular interactions. Besides, melt 

like density conditions are assumed in the study of BCP composites and only two 

body interactions are considered. Although primitive, this strategy for describing 

BCP composites has been adopted in various molecular simulation and theory 

studies and qualitative agreement with experiments has been observed.58-63  

Even with the aforementioned simplifications, the copolymer / particle 

(solvent) mixture remains a very complex system. The large parameter space 

consisting of temperature, copolymer degree of polymerization, block partition, 

monomer size and interactions, particle (solvent) size, surface selectivity and 

fraction poses various challenges for the modeling of this system. For example, 

modeling of long copolymers with all atomistic details is intractable and 

sophisticated coarse graining schemes are required to ‘lump’ atoms to segments 

while retaining mesoscale characteristics such as connectivity and molecular 

architecture. The size asymmetry between polymer and particle molecules could 

shift the critical point to lower polymer fractions and enlarge the region enclosed by 

the binodal. It has been observed that even athermal polymer / particle systems 

exhibit fairly rich phase behavior.49 This asymmetry also causes difficulties in the 

convergence of numerical methods.  

These challenges are more pronounced when the microscopic complex 

morphologies of composites are taken into consideration. Copolymer / particle 

(solvent) problems could be divided into two types based on the density variations 

of species: bulk / homogeneous mixtures with uniform component distribution on 
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the macroscopic scale and inhomogeneous systems whose microscopic densities 

vary with spatial coordinates. Both types of density variations could be found in a 

single system as illustrated in Figure 1-1, which shows the reduced molecular 

densities of nanoparticles and polymers as a function of spatial coordinate in the 

direction perpendicular to the interface of two coexisting nanoparticle-rich and 

polymer-rich phases.  

 

Figure 1-1 Illustration of homogeneous and inhomogeneous regions at the 

interface of two coexisting phases formed from a mixture of nanoparticles and 

200 segment homopolymers. The nanoparticles are 10 times as large as the 

copolymer segments. 

Molecular theories for bulk systems have been well developed 7, 52, 64 over the 

last few decades and they usually yield phase behavior and homogeneous 
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correlation information. On the other hand, theories of inhomogeneous systems 

could give interfacial properties, complex microstructures (lamellas, micelles) and 

new physical insights (wetting, surface transition) that are absent in a homogeneous 

system. A successful type of molecular theory should be able to address bulk and 

inhomogeneous fluid properties with the same modeling framework, therefore 

robust over a wide range of systems with varying length scales. However, the 

development of such theories is also slowed by new challenges.  

One such challenge is that well understood bulk fluid properties (such as pair 

correlation function) might not be as accurate for inhomogeneous fluids and might 

be difficult to obtain due to their dependence on multiple parameters. Another 

major challenge is that since the density distribution in microscopic systems is 

usually not known a priori, the thermodynamic properties are not readily available. 

Instead, special schemes or theoretical frameworks, such as Density Functional 

Theory (DFT) or Self Consistent Field Theory (SCFT), are required to be combined 

with free energy minimum principle to solve for the density distribution in an 

iterative manner. This transition from algebraic computation in bulk systems to 

iterative calculation in inhomogeneous systems increases the computation cost 

dramatically, especially when the dimension of the computation domain increases. 

Moreover, in self-assembling systems such as block copolymers, ordered structures 

evolve to the minimum free energy state with respect to their structural extensions 

in space. This feature requires additional computation effort to reduce the effect of 

fixed domain size. Currently, studies on copolymer / particle mixture using 

inhomogeneous molecular theories are focused on systems with inhomogeneity in 1 
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dimension, with a few exceptions35, 62, 63, 65 been extended to higher dimension. In 

this thesis, TPT1 based theory (interfacial SAFT DFT) is extended for the first time 

to study two dimensional block copolymer morphologies (hexagonally packed 

cylinders) on Cartesian coordinate. This extension is made possible by the 

implementation of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the local free energy derivatives.  

The details and discussions of FFT implementation are given in Appendix A.  

Challenge also arises from the difficulty in obtaining reliable data. Our 

objective to achieve quantitative accuracy in the modeling of copolymer / particle 

(solvent) mixtures requires experimental measurements and simulation reports to 

validate model prediction and provide necessary input. However, the acquirement 

of experiment data might be quite challenging due to the complexity of the system. 

For example, the phase boundary of certain polyolefin solutions might be located at 

elevated pressure and temperature. Experiments are quite costly to operate at such 

conditions and the amount of data in these systems is usually limited. For highly 

viscous polymer melts, the kinetic relaxation process could be quite long and 

equilibrium states are difficult to achieve. In the modeling of these systems, the 

applicability of equilibrium thermodynamic models is limited.  

1.3. Scope of this work 

This thesis work makes important contributions to the development and 

extensions of a consistent framework of molecular theory based on TPT1 towards 

accurate descriptions and live scale applications of the phase behavior and structure 
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of copolymer and particle (solvent) mixtures. These contributions will be 

introduced in the following chapters after a literature review in Chapter 2, which 

summarizes the modeling schemes for various distinct physical contributions 

involved in the study of this type of systems, with a special focus on the modeling of 

inhomogeneous fluid. The details of the key theories and techniques that form the 

foundation of this work will be given particular emphasis. In particular, TPT1, SAFT, 

DFT, interfacial SAFT (iSAFT) and their interconnections will be discussed in detail. 

A comparison of different molecular theories that are related to this work and the 

advantages of TPT1 based theories will be discussed in Chapter 2 as well.  

The application and extension of the theories starts with the study of the 

cloud point (liquid-liquid equilibrium, LLE) behavior of polyolefin solutions with 

organic solvents in Chapter 3. The accurate prediction of LLE could be crucial in the 

process design and control in the production of polyolefins. Equation of state (EOS) 

is a common selection for this type of studies. However, reports have shown that 

even SAFT based EOS could not capture the phase behavior of polymer solutions 

accurately at high polymer weight fraction. As a remediation, SAFT-Dimer (SAFT-

D),66, 67 a novel EOS derived from a new chain forming strategy, had been shown to 

give more accurate phase boundary prediction at high homopolymer weight fraction 

and vicinities of critical point. SAFT-D is extended to poly(ethylene-co-1-olefin) 

solutions in this Chapter with a simplified modeling scheme designed to reduce the 

uncertainty of modeling due to lack of experimental data. The LLE behaviors of 

these solutions are compared with experiments considering the variations of 

temperature, comonomer fraction, copolymer length and solvent types. 
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The modeling practice in Chapter 3 is relatively simple since properties of 

interest are on the macroscopic length scale on which the densities of components 

are uniform. For a concentrated block copolymer melt, molecule distributions on the 

microscopic scale may not be uniform even if the macroscopic density is constant, 

especially at low temperature where chemical difference between molecules is more 

pronounced. As mentioned, the studies of microstructure and microphase behavior 

will be handled in the same modeling framework as bulk systems. Therefore, the 

work in Chapter 3 serves as an important link and preparation to the studies of 

copolymer systems with spatial density variations in Chapter 4 and 5.  

In Chapter 4, the distribution state of nanoparticles within a copolymer 

matrix is the subject of interest due to its critical importance to the application 

development of nanoparticle copolymer composites. However, preliminary results 

from iSAFT and another DFT based on TPT1 have shown significant deviation from 

molecular simulation results when large selective nanoparticles are incorporated.48, 

59, 61 iSAFT is then extended towards better description of intermolecular enthalpic 

interactions. The accuracy of the extension is verified by the comparison of Order 

(Lamella, or LAM) -Disorder Transition (ODT) phase boundary between predictions 

of simulation and theory in both pure BCP and BCP/NP composite systems. The 

structure of the composite material with different NP additives is then calculated 

and much better prediction is reported in comparison to simulation for large 

selective NP cases. Equilibrium spacing of BCP materials is also correlated with 

model parameters similar to previous field theory reports.  
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Another classical structure observed with high frequency in symmetric BCP 

composites with NP is hexagonally packed cylinder (CYL) structure. In Chapter 5, 

iSAFT is extended to consider 2 dimensional density variations. More complete 

phase diagrams including cylindrical phases are constructed. The behavior of LAM-

CYL phase boundary is compared among the cases where the asymmetry of two 

block domains is introduced by different sized NP, homopolymers and asymmetric 

BCPs. The LAM-CYL phase transition induced by the swelling effect of NP is then 

tracked by the combination of a pseudo-arc length continuation algorithm with 

iSAFT. This technique reveals transitional / metastable structures of the material 

and provides insight on the mechanism of this transition. It offers the opportunity to 

study phase transition with equilibrium theory as an alternative of dynamic theories.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the achievements of this dissertation as well as the 

contributions to the field. Future directions of extensions and developments of 

iSAFT are also discussed.  
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Chapter 2 

Methodology Review 

Based on the simplification presented in Chapter 1, the successful molecular 

modeling of the mixture of copolymers and particles (solvents) require accurate 

description of various physical aspects, including the finite sizes of copolymer 

monomers and particles, the dispersion interaction between molecules and the 

chain connectivity of the copolymers. This Chapter reviews the development of 

statistical thermodynamic theories for these physical contributions in both bulk and 

inhomogeneous density region. Comparison of approaches related to this work is 

also discussed. This Chapter introduces most of the nomenclature used in later 

chapters and assumes basic knowledge of Statistical Thermodynamics of the 

readers during the description of theories.  
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2.1. Homogeneous fluid modeling 

In statistical thermodynamics, the free energy of a system of N molecules is 

related to the Hamiltonian ( )NNN rp ,H  given by: 

( ) ( ) ( )N

ext

NNi NiiNNN VUm rrprp ++=∑ 2/, 2H                              (2.1) 

where ip and im  are the momentum vector and mass of molecule i; NU  and ext

NV are 

the inter / intra-molecular potential and external potential experienced by the 

particular molecular distribution configuration },,{ 21 NN rrrr L= . In a particular 

statistical ensemble, its natural free energy can be computed based on standard 

ensemble average methods. For the example of a pure fluid in the Canonical 

ensemble, in which temperature (T) and density (both N and volume (V)) are fixed, 

the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy is expressed as: 
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In equation 2.2, Q is the canonical partition function which sums up the 

states of different system configurations in the phase space { NN rp , }. h is Planck’s 

constant while Tk B/1=β is the inverse temperature and Bk  is Boltzmann constant. 

The kinetic contribution to the Hamiltonian (momentum) can be directly integrated 

in an equilibrated system. Therefore, for mixtures of ideal gases of molecules or 

segments without intramolecular structure, i.e. no potential energy contribution to 

the Hamiltonian, their Helmholtz free energy is: 
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where Tkmh Bii π2/=Λ  is defined as the de Broglie thermal wavelength and the 

right most expression is obtained using Sterling’s approximation.  

Realistic fluids interact through complex potentials with themselves as well 

as the environment. The fundamental task of molecular theories is to approximate 

the evaluation of the potential contribution to the partition function, or often 

labeled the configurational partition function. One of the first approximations, as 

mentioned in the last chapter, is the pairwise additivity of the potentials. For 

polymeric molecules with each segment explicitly considered, the additivity can be 

expressed as:  

( ) ( ) ∑∑∑ =+=
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ext
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jipairNN vVuuU )()],,(),([
2

1
rrrrrrr              (2.4) 

The pair potential pairu and individual external potential ext

iv can carry any 

chosen form including extensively studied examples such as hard sphere, Lennard-

Jones and Coulombic potentials. The bonding potential bondu  depends on the 

molecule architecture and intra molecular restrictions. Equation 2.4 is also general 

for atomic fluids when the bonding potential vanishes. In the following sections, the 

techniques to describe hard core exclusion, dispersion and chain connectivity for 

homogeneous fluids are reviewed.  
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2.1.1. Hard core exclusion 

Hard spheres interact through a spherically symmetric potential: 
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where r  is the center of mass distance between two spheres and ijσ  is the 

arithmetic mean of the diameters of the interacting segment pair. The repulsion 

within simple fluids due to the hard core of segments has been thoroughly studied 

in the past few decades. Current segment based statistical thermodynamic theories 

follow the development in Integral Equation Theory (IET), in which the free 

energies are related to the correlation functions of the fluid calculated from the 

Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation:68  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −+= r'r'r'r dhcrcrh ||ρ                                      (2.6) 

 The physical interpretation of equation 2.6 is that the total correlation ( ( )rh ) 

between two particles separated by || r'r −=r , is the sum of their direct correlation (

( )rc ) and the indirect correlations through all the other particles at a number 

density ρ . The total correlation function is related to the pair correlation function, a 

quantity measurable by neutron scattering experiments, by ( ) 1)( −= rgrh . Equation 

2.6 defines the direct correlation function and requires additional information on 

either correlation function to solve for both quantities. A number of these so called 

closure relations between ( )rh  and ( )rc  have been proposed and applied to systems 
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with different interaction potentials. For hard spheres, the PY closure proposed by 

Percus and Yevick 69 has been combined with OZ equation and solved analytically by 

Wertheim 70, Thiele 71 and Baxter 72 independently for single component fluid and 

by Lebowitz73 for mixtures of hard spheres. The PY closure is given by: 

( ) )()( rfryrc =                                                             (2.7) 

 where )(ry is the cavity correlation function defined as 
)(

)()(
ruijergry

β
= while )(rf

is the Mayer-f function, or f-bond, given by 1)(
)(

−=
− ruijerf

β
.  

Equation of state has been derived from PY closure for hard sphere fluids. 

However, the closure itself is not thermodynamically consistent in the sense that the 

different routes of calculating properties based on correlation functions give 

different answers. For example, the pressure calculated from the PY compressibility 

equation is overestimated at high fluid density while the pressure from PY Virial 

equation is constantly underestimated in comparison to molecular simulation 

results. 68, 74 Carnahan and Starling 75 then derived a new hard sphere equation of 

state that gives accurate predictions for a wide density range based on an analysis 

on the coefficients in PY Virial equations. This CS equation and its multi-component 

derivative (BMCSL) 76, 77 are widely applied to describe hard core exclusion. 

Recently, the accuracy of BMCSL equation in particular system (such as highly 

asymmetric hard sphere mixtures) has gained extra attention 78-81 due to their use 

in describing chain connectivity through association of spheres with hard cores, as 

will be shown later. The BMCSL free energy per molecule is given as following for 

future reference: 
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where the quantities iζ  are defined as: 
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 In equation 2.9, αx is the mole fraction of component type α  and 3ζη =  is 

the packing fraction of the fluid. Note that equation 2.8 includes the ideal gas free 

energy. Equation of state for hard spheres derived from other closure relations, such 

as Hypernetted-Chain (HNC) or Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA), is not 

considered in this context. Readers are referred to books on simple fluids for further 

details. 68, 74 

2.1.2. Dispersion interactions 

Real fluids as simple as inert gas differ from hard sphere fluid because they 

can display different states of phase segregation due to attractions between 

molecules through the interactions of the instantaneous multi-poles. The simplest 

molecular model that incorporates these so called dispersion interactions and can 

describe a true liquid phase is obtained by supplementing the hard sphere potential 

with a short range uniform attraction, labeled square well (SW), such that: 
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where the parameter γ  specifies the width of the attraction well and the interaction 

energy ijε  gives the depth of the well. Detailed quantum mechanical calculations 

indicate that the cores of molecules are strongly repulsive but not completely hard 

at short range, and the pair potential should include a relatively slowly (comparing 

to the hard core) decaying dispersion attraction.68 The commonly used Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential kept the leading term in the dispersion interaction (dipole-

dipole) and is considered to be a more realistic potential: 
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There are variations of SW and LJ potential that is designed to account for 

different multi-pole interactions or fluid surface interactions. 68 The theoretical 

development of the dispersion free energy dates back to early perturbation theories 

82-86 for monomer fluids that utilize the free energy developed for hard spheres and 

treat dispersion as a perturbational addition. This is because strong repulsion of 

hard cores is believed to be the dominant factor in determining fluid structure while 

the dispersion forces are essential in providing an attractive background to stabilize 

the fluid state of matter. Perturbational methods are widely used in the progressive 

studies of complex physical problems and are applied extensively in the 

development of theories used in this thesis. Perturbations are based on the 

separation of pair potentials and the high temperature expansion (HTE):86 
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ref

iju  is the pair potential for the reference fluid and 
disp

iju  is the potential for the dispersion 

perturbation. The free energy due to long range dispersion is bounded by:
68
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dispA∆  denotes the Helmholtz free energy change due to dispersion. 

Inequality 2.13 implies that if the reference potential is close to the full potential, i.e. 

the perturbation is sufficiently small, both sides of the inequality converge to the 

true free energy value. This condition is well justified in weak dispersive fluids with 

hard spheres being the reference. The right hand side of inequality 2.13 is 

commonly used because it is easier to obtain the correlation function for the 

reference fluid 
ref

ijg . For square well potential, the separation in equation 2.12 is 

straightforward with the attraction well designated to be the dispersion 

perturbation. For potentials with soft cores, especially the LJ potential, Rowlinson 87 

as well as Barker and Henderson (BH) 82 have approximated the soft cores to be 

pseudo hard spheres by using temperature dependent effective diameters: 

( )[ ]∫ −−=
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)(exp1                                          (2.14)  

In Barker and Henderson’s theory, the reference and perturbation parts of 

the LJ potential are separated at the radial distance from the spherical core that the 

potential is zero. This distance is the soft core diameter iσ
 
in the definition 2.14. 

Weeks, Chandler and Anderson (WCA) 85 followed the same path and proposed to 

separate LJ potential at the point where the intermolecular force is zero, i.e. the 
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derivative of the potential is zero. They fitted an effective hard sphere diameter to 

the reference interactions by using a formula similar to 2.14 but including the 

reference fluid correlation function. Therefore, the hard sphere diameter in WCA 

theory is both temperature and density dependent.  

For polymeric fluids containing spherical segments, the BH and WCA 

perturbational approaches can be easily extended since the total interactions 

between two chain molecules is essentially the sum of all individual segment-

segment interactions. However, the choice of the reference state could affect the 

calculation of dispersion free energies through correlation functions in the RHS 

expression in inequality 2.13. If these correlation functions are assumed to be 1, i.e. 

no correlation between segments, the integration in 2.13 could be calculated 

analytically and the approach is labeled Mean Field Approximation (MFA). The MFA 

is not sufficiently flexible, predictive or accurate in describing phase behavior of real 

substances. Early engineering approaches 52, 88-91 followed Barker and Henderson’s 

82, 83 2nd order perturbational approach and expressed the dispersion free energy in 

expansions of reciprocal temperature and density terms: 
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The coefficients ijD  in 2.15 are fitted to either molecular dynamics 

simulation or real substance vapor pressure or density data. The basis of equation 

2.15 is essentially to approximate the integral ∫ rdrg ref )(  and its higher order 
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counterpart with a polynomial in densities j

j jD η∑ with fitted coefficients. The 

nature of the correlation function is implicit and not dealt with directly. This 

approach is the basis of the dispersion contribution in early versions of SAFT 

equation of state. 6, 52, 53  

Later, Gil-Villegas et al 92 have considered fluids with intermolecular 

potential of variable range (Square well, Yukawa, Sutherland) and taken hard 

sphere fluids as the reference. They included the 2nd order term in BH 

perturbational method and obtained hard sphere pair correlation function 

numerically through solving the OZ equation using a particular type of closure. This 

approach has been combined with the TPT1 chain free energy and the resulting 

SAFT-VR equation of state has shown reasonable agreement with molecular 

simulation and experimental phase behavior data.  

Gross and Sadowski 64, 93 have also applied Barker and Henderson’s 2nd order 

perturbation theory to SW as well as LJ fluids and considered reference states of 

hard chains. They obtained analytical average hard chain correlation function from 

the theoretical solution 94, 95 of the OZ equation (PY closure) for hard chains. They 

have also followed previous approaches and fitted the aforementioned integral to 

polynomial in densities based on experimental input. This latter fitting approach has 

led to the introduction of the Perturbed-Chain (PC) SAFT equation of state which 

has shown to give accurate predictions of phase behavior and liquid density in 

comparison to experiments in polymer and copolymer systems. 44, 45, 96, 97 PC-SAFT is 

a widely applied engineering EOS due to its accuracy. The dispersion free energy in 
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PCSAFT derived from the 2nd order BH perturbation is given for chain fluids with im  

denoting the length of chain species i as: 
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where hcZ  is the compressibility factor for hard chain fluid and the integrals 1I  and 

2I  are defined as: 
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 As shown in 2.17, 1I  and 2I  are approximated by polynomials of packing 

fractions. The detailed expressions for the universal coefficients ka  and kb  are given 

in the original publication. 64 They are regressed from large amount of normal 

alkanes’ vapor pressure, liquid density and supercritical volume data. These 

coefficients have been shown to also perform well in the prediction of phase 

behavior for other substances such as alkenes, benzene derivatives and esters. 

2.1.3. Chain connectivity 

The free energy due to the formation of covalent bonds between segments 

could be described in the following approaches: 
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2.1.3.1. Chain formation through association: basics of the 1st order 

Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT1) 

Association refers to short range, highly orientational attractions due to 

strong polar interactions, such as hydrogen bonding. At infinite strength, such 

association could be also considered as covalent bonding. Wertheim 1-4 developed 

the Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT) based on statistical mechanics to 

describe finite association. The theory has then been extended by Chapman 5-8 to 

mixtures of polyatomic associating fluids, in which association and chain formation 

is modeled within the same framework. The basics of the 1st order TPT (TPT1) are 

presented in this section. Readers are referred to the original literatures for detailed 

graphical theory derivation and algebra manipulations. 

 

Figure 2-1 Illustration of associating molecules modeled in TPT1 

 In TPT1, the association sites are modeled as complementary, off-centered, 

short-ranged attraction sites on spherical repulsive cores of segments, as shown in 
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Figure 2-1. The potential of interaction between two associating molecules 1 and 2 

can be written as: 

∑ ∑
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The reference potential is the hard sphere potential (2.5). ),,( 21 ωωru
assoc

AB  is 

the association pair potential between site A on molecule 1 and site B on molecule 2. 

( )iΓ  is the set of association sites on molecule i. The association potential is not 

spherically symmetric because it depends on the orientation of the molecules 21,ωω , 

which are the sets of angles defined between the vector connecting the two 

molecules and the normal vector at the site surface. The association introduces 

spherical asymmetry into the pair potential, and the associating fluids are no longer 

within the scope of simple fluids. The association potential is given by:  
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Cr  and Cθ  are the distance and orientation constraints for association, which 

vary for different types of association. Such a potential is illustrated in Figure 2-2. In 

the development of the theory, several steric incompatibilities assumptions have 

been introduced to take advantage of the form of the potential and simplify the 

expression for the Helmholtz free energy. These assumptions are summarized 

below and illustrated in Figure 2-3: 

� When site A on molecule 1 associates with site B on molecule 2, then the 
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repulsive cores of molecules 1 and 2 prevent any site on a third molecule from 

coming close enough to bond to either A or B 

� No site A on molecule 1 can bond simultaneously to two sites on molecule 2 

� No double bonding between two molecules is allowed 

 

Figure 2-2 Illustration of short distance, highly orientational site-site 

attraction in TPT1  

 

Figure 2-3 Model approximation representing types of steric incompatibility  

Similar to the perturbation approach shown in previous sections, Wertheim 

has shown that these steric assumptions lead naturally to a graphical expansion in 

terms of the density of molecules bonded at each site. Then the free energy 

                     
site-site attraction wrong orientation wrong distance 
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difference due to association could be expressed in general for an inhomogeneous 

fluid 1-5, 98: 
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where ( )rαρ  is the total number density of component α  at position r , αχ A  is the 

fraction of component α NOT bonded at site A , ( ))(αΓn  is the number of association 

sites in the set )(αΓ . The first sum is over all species in the mixture, the second sum 

is over all sites in the set )(αΓ . Equation 2.20 will be used extensively in later 

introductions of TPT1 for inhomogeneous fluids. For a homogeneous fluid, there is 

no spatial and orientational dependence. Hence the integration over orientations 

cancels and the integration over space simply gives the volume of the system. Then 

equation 2.20 could be rewritten for bulk fluid as: 
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αχ A  can be obtained from the mass-action equation1-5, 98:  
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where ( )rf
AB

αγ  is a Mayer f-function: ( ) 1−=
− ABuAB

erf αγβ

αγ . In equation 2.22, the first 

sum is over all the segments that can associate with α and the second sum is over 

all the available association sites on segment γ .  
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With the free energy of association expressed, the chain formation could be 

considered by demanding ∞→ABε , i.e infinitely strong association. If the number of 

associations is specified exactly according to stoichiometry, i.e. no extra association 

sites, 0→χ  and the free energy change due to the formation of a mixture of 

homonuclear chains (spheres in the same chain are the same) is expressed as: 
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(2.23) 

( )i

HS

iig σ  is the contact value of the hard sphere pair correlation function 

between the segments of component i in a mixture. Its general form can be given 

analytically from the Carnahan-Starling Equation of State: 
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The reduced densities iζ  are defined in equation 2.9. ijσ and 
ijσ are the 

arithmetic and harmonic mean of the individual species diameters, respectively. 

Recognizing that in equation 2.23 each bond between two segments contributes 

( )( )
i

HS

iig σln−  to the free energy, the expression can be easily extended to 

heteronuclear chains. Equation 2.23 can also be combined with equations 2.3, 2.8 

and 2.16 to complete the free energy description for a mixture of non-associating 

spherical and chain-like species. Three parameters are required for each component 

considered, i.e. segment hard sphere diameter σ , dispersion energy ε and chain 

length m . Other thermodynamic properties can be derived from the Helmholtz free 
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energy and the resulting Equation of State is coined by Chapman et al 6-8 as 

Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (SAFT). In the past two decades, there have been 

a number of SAFT equations of state developed, including the ones mentioned in 

section 2.1.2. The readers are referred to the comprehensive reviews 99, 100 for 

details on SAFT related models.  

2.1.3.2. Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) for molecular liquids 

The ideas of Integral Equation Theory (IET) for monatomic liquids have been 

extended and applied to molecular liquids by Chandler and Anderson 101 to 

formulate the Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM). In the RISM approach, 

molecules are viewed as a collection of spherically symmetric, interaction sites. 

Fluid properties are determined by the structure and correlations of these sites, 

including those within the same molecules, hence giving rise to the introduction of 

intramolecular correlation functions defined in a RISM-OZ equation: 101 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]2221221 |||| rrrrrrrr hCddrh ρωω +−−= ∫ ∫                  (2.25) 

The double under bar in equation 2.25 indicates the total, intramolecular and 

direct correlation functions ( )rh , ( )rω and ( )rC are square matrices of the order of 

the number of sites in molecules. In comparison to equation 2.6, the RISM-OZ 

equation includes the propagation of correlations not only through intermolecular 

correlations but also within the same molecules. For chain species consisted of hard 

sphere segments, a generalized PY closure 101 has been proposed to complement 

equation 2.25. The new PY closure defines correlations between sites instead of 
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segments. With the intramolecular correlation function defined for specific 

application, the RISM-OZ equation can be solved by a variational method 101 and it is 

shown to give accurate results for short chain molecules with hard spheres.68 This is 

expected since similar to atomic fluids, the structure of simple molecular fluids is 

dominated by the strongly repulsive part of the pair potential.  

The RISM formalism has been generalized to describe the structure of 

flexible polymer chain liquids by Schweizer and Curro.102, 103 It was recognized that 

high molecular weight molecules require an enormous amount of effort to 

determine the coupled ( )rω  and ( )rh  self consistently. In the extension of RISM to 

polymers, or PRISM, the Flory ideality hypothesis 104 is invoked such that single-

chain configurational statistics are unperturbed, down to nearly monomer length 

scale. In other words, the polymer melt acts as a theta solvent for itself and the 

average intramolecular structure is indistinguishable from that of an isolated 

polymer. The direct repercussion of this treatment is that a system-specific 

distribution for intramolecular correlation functions can be inserted into PRISM 

calculations. Such correlation functions are defined theoretically for ideal chains, 

rigid chains and other models. 105 They could also be derived from molecular 

simulation of a single polymer chain. PRISM has been applied to dense polymer 

systems and shown to capture the intermolecular correlation quite well but not the 

thermodynamics, unless the intramolecular correlations from molecular simulation 

are used.106, 107 PRISM has also been extended to study microstructure and potential 

of mean forces of polymer tethered nanoparticles.108-110  
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2.1.3.3. Lattice-based theory for polymers 

Aside from the continuum approaches mentioned above, a fundamentally 

different class of theories is based on the Flory and Huggins’ lattice model of 

polymer solution and melt.111, 112 The simplest lattice model for polymers is the 

random walk model in which a certain segment of a chain molecule occupies one 

lattice site and the immediate next member of the chain can take any neighboring 

site. The direction where the molecule is growing is completely random and the 

statistical properties of the random walk can be calculated. The probability 

distribution of the end-to-end vector R  for a chain of N segments is: 105, 113 
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when 1>>N  and b>>|| R  is satisfied. b  is the distance between neighboring sites. 

Equation 2.26 indicates the distribution of a polymer segment from a sufficiently far 

segment is in the Gaussian from, which agrees with the Flory ideality hypothesis 

mentioned previously. Pair correlation functions and thermodynamic properties can 

be derived from this probability distribution. 105, 113 

The nonideality of chains is included through the modifications in deriving 

the probability distribution. The excluded volume effect of segments is considered 

by prohibiting two segments from occupying the same site. At the same time, the 

system is assumed to be incompressible. The dispersion between two different 

types of segments A and B can be treated in the mean field approximation. For a 
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polymer solution, let A be polymers and B be solvents, and then the free energy and 

entropy change due to mixing of A, B can be expressed as: 
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where AvN  is the Avogadro number. Aφ  is the volume fraction of A, defined as the 

fraction of lattice sites occupied by A segments. Follow the incompressibility 

assumption, 1=+ BA φφ . χ  is the Flory interaction parameter used with high 

frequency in the fields of theoretical as well as experimental polymer physics and 

chemistry. χ  is related to the coordination number, or number of nearest 

neighboring sites of a lattice z  by: 
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−+−=χ                               (2.29) 

These lattice-based approaches have been successfully applied to describe 

qualitatively the phase behavior of polymer solution, polymer blends and even block 

copolymers.105, 113 These approaches also serve as the basis of the popular Self 

Consistent Field Theory (SCFT) for inhomogeneous polymers which will be 

discussed in subsequent sections.   
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2.1.4. Comparisons of different approaches for bulk fluids 

It is critical to understand the advantages and drawbacks of the theoretical 

tools introduced above so that more efficient improvements and accurate selection 

of theory could be made according to the nature of specific applications. In this 

section, we mainly discuss three types of theory: SAFT, Integral Equation Theories 

and lattice based theories.  

SAFT provides a thermodynamically consistent equation of state framework 

to study solutions and melts of polymers. The parameters in SAFT are well defined 

physical properties of molecules. SAFT takes compressibility into consideration and 

has been shown to be doubtlessly advantageous over conventional cubic EOS in 

predicting thermodynamic properties. Certain type of SAFT, for example PC-SAFT, 

has been shown to have tremendous predictive power and versatility in industrial 

applications requiring knowledge of complex fluid systems.114, 115 On the other hand, 

all current versions of SAFT cannot handle intramolecular structures unless the 

theory is extended to 2nd order perturbation theory. Most versions of SAFT start to 

lose accuracy when the weight fraction of polymer in a solution increases to beyond 

10%.66 Recently, there have been detailed studies on the numerical pitfalls of 

SAFT.116, 117 One such pitfall is the erroneous shapes of isotherms due to power 

series fits of the dispersion term, resulting in spurious phases predicted for pure 

compounds.  

IET based theories, especially RISM and PRISM, give accurate predictions of 

pair correlation functions, which is easily testable by experiments. It is also 
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straightforward to calculate potential of mean force between molecules in these 

theories. PRISM also has the flexibility of including intramolecular correlations 

directly from other resources. However, these theories suffer from several major 

defects. The most notable defect is that the theories are not thermodynamically 

consistent and the performances depend on the selection of closures and pair 

potentials, which leads to lack of predictability. Another defect is that RISM does not 

lend itself to a calculation of equation of state and the calculated structural 

properties show an unphysical dependence on the presence of ‘auxiliary’ sites, i.e. 

the sites labeled on molecules but contribute nothing to pair potential.68 

Lattice based theories are qualitatively correct as well as numerically simple 

and efficient. However, they overemphasize the solid like property of fluids and 

neglect the compressibility effect. These theories do not have a rigorous defined 

notion of density, resulting in difficulties in comparison with experiments and 

molecular simulations.  

2.2. Connection between bulk and inhomogeneous studies 

The developments for homogeneous fluids lay down the foundation for 

further studies on inhomogeneous fluids. However, the bulk free energies developed 

to describe the average thermodynamic properties of a large collection of molecules 

are not directly suitable for cases where there is fast structural variation and strong 

influence of external potentials. An intuitive way to relate the inhomogeneous and 

bulk free energies is to divide the inhomogeneous system into a collection of small 
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units and assume each unit can be treated as a fluid with uniform density. This 

approach is primitive and generally only valid when the range of density variation is 

large compared to the range of the intermolecular potential. Nevertheless, it forms 

the basis of the so called Local Density Approximation (LDA). In order to describe an 

inhomogeneous system, two important questions need to be answered. (1) How to 

obtain the molecular structure, or density distribution of these units, in 

inhomogeneous systems? (2) How to utilize the already developed free energy 

expressions for bulk systems in the study of inhomogeneous systems? This section 

will attempt to answer these two questions. 

2.2.1. Theoretical frameworks for inhomogeneous fluids 

Obtaining the molecular structure, including density distribution or 

correlation functions, is the prerequisite to further describe inhomogeneous fluids 

in molecular details. Certain theoretical frameworks have been developed to 

simplify the free energy minimization principle to obtain equilibrium structures. 

The most commonly used frameworks are the classical Density Functional and the 

Self-Consistent Field approaches.  

2.2.1.1. Classical Density Functional Theory (DFT) 

Classical DFT was developed from the early electronic DFT study of 

inhomogeneous interacting electron liquids.118 The basis of both classical and 

electronic DFT is that the grand free energy of the system is uniquely defined by the 

distribution of constituent molecules / electrons. This unique dependence on 
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density profile greatly reduces the effort to minimize free energy while searching 

for the most stable fluid structure. A variational optimization procedure, in 

particular the Euler-Lagrange optimization, can be employed to complete the task of 

minimizing the free energy. Classical DFT was first applied by Ebner and Saam 119 to 

study LJ fluids at a surface, then extended to a wide variety of polymeric systems in 

the last two decades. The readers are referred to several comprehensive reviews for 

details on classical DFT and specific applications. 120-123 In this section, the basics of 

classical DFT will be introduced for a single component monatomic fluid. The 

formalism is general and can be extended to multi component interacting molecular 

fluids.  

DFT is typically developed in the grand canonical ensemble, in which the 

temperature, volume and chemical potential of an open system is fixed. For the 

Hamiltonian defined in equation 2.1, the grand partition function Ξ  of a pure fluid 

can be expressed in a similar way to equation 2.2:  
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Using the notation in equation 2.4, we define a new potential by combining 

the chemical potential and external potential: 

)()( ii rr
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iv−≡ µφ                                                  (2.31) 

Then the grand free energy can be given from the partition function: 
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The microscopic ensemble density operator is rigorously defined as: 
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where ( )rδ  is the multi-dimensional Dirac Delta function. With this formula, we can 

rewrite the grand partition function as: 
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The functional derivative of the grand partition function with respect to )(rφ

is then: 
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The equilibrium density, which is the ensemble average density, can then be 

identified with the help of equation 2.35: 
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Equation 2.36 can be extended to obtain higher order density correlation 

functions, but this is not considered here. In an alternative formalism, the intrinsic 

Helmholtz free energy can be obtained from a Legendre transform of Ω− : 
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Combining equations 2.36 and 2.37, we obtain the fundamental equation of 

classical DFT: 

[ ] [ ] [ ] rrrrr dVA ext )()()()( −−=Ω ∫ µρρρ                                 (2.38) 

For any density distribution, there is a corresponding grand free energy. The 

equilibrium state of the system corresponds to the one with minimum grand free 

energy, which can be obtained by applying the Euler-Lagrange variational method: 
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Equation 2.39 states that the equilibrium density distribution is one where 

the local chemical potential is balanced by the bulk chemical potential and the 

external field. The Helmholtz free energy functional can be expressed in a 

perturbational form similar to the one developed for bulk fluids: 
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The inhomogeneous excess free energy functional terms for hard sphere 

exclusion, chain connectivity and dispersion can also be expressed in analytical 

forms in terms of the density profile, as will be discussed later. Equation 2.39 (or a 

set of equations for mixtures) can then be solved in an iterative manner to approach 

the equilibrium state. Once the method is converged, the equilibrated density 
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distribution and free energy as well as other thermodynamic properties can be 

obtained.  

2.2.1.2. Self Consistent Field Theory (SCFT) 

SCFT is based on a critical element that for any segment based statistical 

mechanics model, the evaluation of the configurational partition function can be re-

expressed using formally exact methods in field theory context, 124 i.e.: 

  ( )[ ]( )
NNc UDZ rωβω −= ∫ exp                                                (2.41) 

where cZ  is the Canonical configurational partition function and NU  is the field 

theory potential energy functional that depends on the value of the field ( )Nrω  at all 

spatial locations. The field ( )Nrω  represents the potential exerted on a particular 

segment by the rest of the fluid as well as external field. The expression ∫ ωD  

denotes a functional integral over all possible field configurations. This particle to 

field transformation is explained in detail in the book of Fredrickson 124 for a wide 

range of polymer and complex fluid systems. The resulting expression of partition 

function, hence free energy, is shown to be dependent on two thermodynamically 

conjugated fluctuating fields: the number densities ( )
Nrρ  and the chemical 

potentials ( )Nrω . In practice, the functional integral in equation 2.41 cannot be 

evaluated in closed form for nontrivial potential models. The most important 

approximation technique made in SCFT to facilitate the calculation of the partition 

function is the mean-field approximation, which states that a single field 
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configuration ( )r*ω dominates the functional integral in 2.41. This field 

configuration is obtained by demanding that [ ]ωU  be stationary with respect to 

variations in ( )rω  , i.e.: 

[ ]
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                                           (2.42) 

The solutions of 2.42 give the dominating configuration ( )r*ω  as well as the 

approximated partition function: 

( )[ ]( )r*exp ωβUZ c −≈                                                (2.43) 

It follows from 2.43 that the Helmholtz free energy is proportional to the 

field theory potential energy functional:  

[ ] ( )[ ]r*ln* ωω UZTkA cB ≈−∝                                       (2.44) 

Equation 2.42 is different from the Euler-Lagrange optimization in equation 

2.39 because the field theory potential energy [ ]ωU  is not necessarily real. In the 

space of complex numbers, the solutions to 2.42 are usually referred to as saddle 

points. For this reason, the mean field approximation is also labeled by some as the 

saddle point approximation. For strictly real [ ]ωU , the saddle point corresponds to 

the minimum in Helmholtz free energy.  

SCFT can utilize any type of segment based chain model. The most widely 

used version of SCFT is that based on the continuous Gaussian chain model, which is 

an extension of the discrete random walk model developed in Flory and Huggins 
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Theory.  These SCFTs also utilize Flory’s ideality hypothesis to essentially neglect 

the long range interferences within the polymers. The continuous chain model is 

illustrated in Figure 2-4, using PE as an example. In this model, the configuration of 

one polymer molecule is defined by )(sr  in which s is a contour parameter: [ ]N,0∈s

. Similar to equation 2.26, the probability density of having the end of a chain with 

length s at position )(sr  while having the head of the chain at 0r  is given by: 125, 126 
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of the continuous Gaussian chain model for polymers 

(such as polyethylene) used in SCFT 

The distribution function of a slightly longer chain can then be built up 

stochastically by means of a Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:37, 124  
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( ) ( ) ),(;),( 00 spdssp rrrrrr ∆∆=∆+∆+ ∫ ϕ                             (2.46) 

where the transition probability density ( )rr;∆ϕ  is shown to be ),(0 sp ∆∆r . ( )rr;∆ϕ  

describes the conditional probability of a displacement r∆ for a segment of chain of 

contour length s, starting from the position r . It is independent of both starting 

position and contour location. A very useful feature to the continuous chain model is 

that the Chapman-Kolmogorov integral equations can be reduced to partial 

differential equations, which are referred to in probability theory as Fokker-Planck 

equations.124 The probability distribution function in equation 2.45 and 2.46 

satisfies the following Fokker-Planck equation: 
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with the initial condition )()0,(0 rr δ=p . The solution of this equation provides full 

information about the distribution of segments.   

In SCFT, the field theory potential energy functional for chains in the 

presence of an external field is given as: 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]NfNNN UUU rrr ωω += 0                                       (2.48) 

where 0U  is the potential for continuous Gaussian chain model and ( )[ ]NfU rω is the 

potential due to the chemical potential field ω given by: 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )r'r'r'r ρωω ~∫= dU f                                          (2.49) 
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where the continuous density operator is defined as: ( ) ( )( )sds
N

rrr −= ∫ δρ
0

~ . The 

partition function can be expressed in a similar way through Chapman-Kolmogorov 

equation: 
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where 0Q  is the partition function for the continuous chain model and  
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 The Fokker-Planck equation for [ ]( )ω;, sq r  is a modified diffusion equation: 
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There are a wide variety of established analytical and numerical techniques 

available for solving this type of partial differential equations. The incompressibility 

condition is usually imposed on the potential energy in SCFT, similar as the lattice 

based theories. This condition is reasonably justified in polymer melts. If the 

dispersion interactions are also considered in a mean field sense, the potential 

energy for a melt of two types (A and B) of homopolymers can be given as: 

( ){ }[ ] ( ) ( ){ }[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ]rrrrrrrrr BAABBAfN dUUU φφχφφξωω −−−++= ∫ 10 (2.53) 

Where ( ){ } BA ωωω ,=r  is the set of potential fields for both A and B species. ( )rξ  is a 

Lagrange multiplier that quantifies the penalty of compressibility. Aφ  is the fraction 
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of space occupied by A polymer. The potential energy in 2.53 is then minimized with 

respect to ( ){ } ( ){ } ( )rrr ξφω ,, . The dominating potential field, free energy and other 

thermodynamic properties can then be calculated.  

SCFT solved by the above procedure is first applied to polymer system by 

Edwards. 127 It is then extended with novel numerical techniques 19, 128, 129 to block 

copolymer systems 54, 126, 130-132 for a wide variety of applications. SCFT has shown 

tremendous success and potential and become a predominant statistical theory for 

polymers. Its success is primarily based on its computational efficiency, i.e. accuracy 

versus computation cost. It is claimed 124 that this efficiency is achieved because the 

particle to field transformation reduces the degree of freedom in computations. 

Another reason of computational efficiency arises from the transformation of the 

evaluation of chain integrals to the solution of a diffusion equation. SCFT is more 

accurate when the polymer is infinitely long, i.e. polymer is much larger than its 

segments and is more likely to be characterized as a ‘thread’. In this limit, the 

continuous chain model is a mesoscale description of the molecules with a certain 

degree of coarse graining on the atoms, as shown in Figure 2-4. Therefore, atomistic 

level details might be lost with the use of SCFT. Moreover, since compressibility is 

not considered in SCFT, it is not suitable for systems with strong density variations, 

such as dense polymeric fluid near a surface or in a nanopore. SCFT also has 

difficulty giving accurate ordering and local excluded volume effect of spherical 

particles in the systems, hence not fit for polymer / particle mixtures. However, 

researchers have managed to include in SCFT other suitable theoretical descriptions 

of particles, such as classical Density Functional Theory (DFT) 62, 63 and Brownian 
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Dynamics simulations. 35 The SCFT-DFT hybrid approach retains the efficiency and 

simplicity of SCFT and shows qualitative agreement with experimental 

observations.  

2.2.2. Relation between bulk and inhomogeneous free energies 

With the method introduced in the last section, provided with free energy 

expression for density varying domains, the properties of an inhomogeneous fluid 

can be calculated. This section introduces several systematic methods to extend the 

already developed bulk free energies into inhomogeneous systems.  

2.2.2.1. Direct extension of the bulk free energy 

As mentioned, the intuitive way to derive free energy for inhomogeneous 

fluids is to divide them into units and apply bulk theory to each of them. One can 

recognize the generality of a certain method during its development phase. If we 

take the ideal gas free energy in equation 2.3 as an example, assume iN  and V  are 

the number of molecule type i and volume of a local unit, respectively. Then 

equation 2.3 could be rewritten for inhomogeneous fluid as: 

( ){ }[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]∑∫ −+Λ=
α

ααααα ρρρρβ 1lnln3 rrrrr dA
id

            

(2.54) 

where the integration sum over all the local units in space. The first term in the 

bracket involving the thermal wavelength is usually dropped in calculations because 

it is canceled with the same term from bulk free energy and will not contribute to 

the Euler-Lagrange equation 2.39. 
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Similar approach has been applied to a variety of theories, such as the TPT1 

free energy for association fluids given in equation 2.20 (chain free energy requires 

additional manipulations, as will be shown later), the inhomogeneous form of OZ 

equation 68, 101, 103 and even the hard core exclusion free energy in equation 2.8. The 

last extension is done by simply calculating iζ
 
at local density conditions. The 

method is hence labeled local density approximation (LDA). For dispersion free 

energies, since most of the approaches introduced for bulk fluids rely on a large 

amount of experimental data, the extension is not straightforward. Moreover, 

problem emerges for certain extensions, especially the hard core free energy.  

2.2.2.2. Weighted density approximation (WDA) of bulk free energy 

When LDA is used to evaluate the hard core exclusion free energy, it has been 

shown that the hard sphere structure near a surface is in accurate due to 

suppression of density oscillations. In other words, the true hard sphere distribution 

which contains strong oscillations would produce unphysical packing fraction near 

surface that exceeds close packing limit if LDA is used. It is discovered that instead 

of the local density, using an averaged, or weighted, density within a local volume 

could give good thermodynamic predictions in comparison to molecular simulations. 

This approach is hence called the Weighted Density Approximation (WDA). Such an 

approach is exact for hard spheres in one dimension. The general form of WDA for a 

single component fluid is: 122 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )rrrr τσ ρψρρβ exex
dA ∫=

                                 

(2.55) 
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where exψ  is the excess Helmholtz free energy density and the weighted densities 

are defined as: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )r'r'r'rr'r

r'r'r'rr'r

ρρτρ

ρρσρ

τ

σ

,

;

−=

−=

∫

∫
d

d
                                     (2.56) 

σ and τ are the weighting functions. WDA is first applied to hard spheres by 

Nordholm 133 and Tarazona 134  using  

( ) ( )r'rr'r −−Θ=−= σ
πσ

τδσ
3

4

3
and                        (2.57) 

Note that the vector Dirac-Delta function used in equation 2.57 directly gives

( ) ( )rr ρρσ = . Θ  is a scalar Heaviside function. This approach is then improved by a 

number of groups 135-137 through the introduction of new weighting functions, some 

of which depends on the density distribution itself. WDA is then extended to other 

free energy contributions. One of the most successful WDA application in complex 

fluids is the association free energy (based on equation 2.21) by Segura et al 98 and a 

later extension to chain fluids (based on equation 2.23) by Yu and Wu 138. WDA is 

essentially applicable to any segment-density based bulk free energy functions. The 

extension of the volume in which the density is weighted can even be a fitting 

parameter to tune the performance of the approximation.  

2.2.2.3. Density expansion method 

A different method is to evaluate the difference between the bulk and 

inhomogeneous fluids based on the density distribution. This is done by performing 
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a Taylor expansion of the inhomogeneous excess free energy around the bulk 

density. The 2nd order density expansion can be expressed as: 
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The inhomogeneous direct correlation function evaluated at bulk density is 

usually simplified to that for bulk fluids, i.e. { }( ) { }( )biijbiij cc ,2,2 ,,, ρρ rrrr 11 −= . The 

latter can be obtained from Integral Equation Theories. The 2nd order density 

expansion method is first introduced in one of the first publications on classical 

Density Functional Theory.119 It is then applied by Rosenfeld to Yukawa fluids 139 

and extended by others to account for other interaction potentials such as LJ,140, 141 

SW 142 and Columbic potentials.143-145 One advantage of using this method is that the 

direct correlation function can be solved for certain pair potentials analytically in 

IET through the Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) closure.   

For more details and discussions on the methods discussed in this section, as 

well as other methods to relate bulk to inhomogeneous free energies, the readers 

are referred to the review by Evans. 122 
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2.3. Inhomogeneous modeling 

This section is focused on the theoretical development for inhomogeneous 

fluid modeling using the Density Functional Theory framework. We will primarily 

focus on the introduction of the iSAFT formalism, along with brief review of other 

versions of DFT in literature.  

iSAFT is a segment based DFT built from an ideal gas of spherical species, 

whose free energy is given in equation 2.54. The excess free energy terms are shown 

to be in a perturbational form in equation 2.40. The expressions of these 

contributions are discussed as following. 

2.3.1. Hard core repulsion 

Early DFTs for hard sphere fluids are based on the solution of bulk Integral 

Equation Theories and the various Weighted Density Approximations introduced in 

section 2.2.2.2, until the introduction of Fundamental Measure Theory (FMT) by 

Rosenfeld. 146, 147 FMT is derived from the Scaled Particle Theory (SPT) and utilizes 

the PY compressibility equation as an input. The original FMT reduces to PY in the 

bulk limit and carries the weighted density formalism. It was extended 148, 149 to use 

the Carnahan-Starling (CS) equation instead for hard spheres (and its mixture 

counterpart: BMCSL equation) due to its superior performance for bulk hard sphere 

fluids. The free energy due to hard core repulsion in extended FMT, or the White-

Bear version of FMT (WB-FMT), is expressed as: 

( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ]rrr i

ex

HSi

ex

HS ndA Φ= ∫ρβ
                                 

(2.59) 
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where the fundamental measures, or weighted densities ( ){ }rin  are defined as:  
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The weighting functions )(i

αω  are not unique within FMT. Rosenfeld and 

Kierlik and Rosinberg 150 derived different sets of weighting functions and showed 

that the resulting free energy functional is also different. The weighting functions 

used by Kierlik and Rosinberg include high order Dirac Delta function. Hence the 

ones introduced by Rosenfeld are widely used in newer DFTs. The six fundamental 

measure weights defined by Rosenfeld are: 
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(2.61) 

The corresponding FMT hard sphere free energy density ex

HSΦ  is: 
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(2.62) 

Recently, it was shown that the White Bear FMT is not thermodynamically 

consistent in that the resulting equation of state in the bulk limit is not its BMCSL 

input. Hansen-Goos and Roth 151 have proposed an iterative scheme to remedy this 

inconsistency at a cost of more computational effort. Nevertheless, the WB-FMT has 

been shown to give accurate predictions of hard sphere structures for a variety of 
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inhomogeneous systems 78, 148, 149, 152 and will be incorporated into iSAFT in this 

work.  

2.3.2. Dispersion interactions 

As shown in section 2.1.2, the description of the dispersion interaction 

requires knowledge of the pair correlation functions. The effort to include an 

accurate reference fluid inhomogeneous correlation function is hindered by the 

complexity of its nature. The form of the hard sphere pair correlation functions is 

still not tractable after several decades’ research, not even to mention hard chain 

correlation functions. Due to this difficulty, these correlation functions are simply 

assumed to be 1 in the mean field approximation. The dispersion free energy can 

then be given as: 

( ){ }[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )211221

,

122

1
rrrrrrr

rr
γααγ

α γ
σα ρρβρβ

αγ

−= ∑∑∫ >−

dispdispex
uddA

         

(2.63) 

This mean field dispersion free energy has been successfully applied to a 

variety of polymeric systems, including block copolymers 46, 47, 153 and polymer / 

particle composites, 43, 154 and shown to be in quantitative agreement with 

molecular simulations 43, 47 and experiments.155 However, it has been shown for 

confined polymers composed of LJ segments, the mean field dispersion formalism 

could not capture the fluid structure very close to the surface. On the other hand, the 

2nd order density expansion in section 2.2.2.3 applied to dispersion term gives 

superior predictions in comparison to Monte-Carlo simulations.156  
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Another approach to improve the dispersion description is proposed by 

Gross, 157 who managed to introduce a DFT that reduces to PCSAFT equation of state 

in the bulk limit. Gross approximated the inhomogeneous hard chain correlation 

function by its bulk counterpart, which is solved analytically. 95 The empirical 

approximations for hard chain correlation function (equation 2.17) employed in PC-

SAFT Equation of State are fitted to experimental vapor pressure and liquid density 

of a large number of alkanes. They would have been unreliable and difficult to apply 

to the inhomogeneous region. Intrinsic inconsistencies have then been introduced 

between the chemical potentials calculated from the DFT and that from PCSAFT. As 

a result, the chemical potential calculated from PCSAFT must be used in this 

approach to correct the dispersion free energy. Additionally, the approach of Gross 

requires a chain free energy formalism that has a loose definition on segments. In 

other words, the chain term must allow fractional segment numbers. As will be 

shown in the next section, a correct segment based free energy functional for chain 

connectivity requires recursive integrals along each segment to ensure correct 

stoichiometry. This excludes the further extension of the Gross approach with 

several most widely applied classical DFTs.  

The mean field dispersion free energy will be applied to microscopic studies 

of block copolymer composites with nanoparticles. However, as will be shown in 

Chapter 4, this free energy does not generate accurate phase behavior information 

and will be extended therein.   
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2.3.3. Chain connectivity 

Chandler, McCoy and Singer 158, 159 (CMS) were among the first to study non-

uniform polyatomic systems within a DFT framework. This CMS-DFT is based on the 

Interaction Site Model (ISM) and the excess free energy is expressed in the density 

expansion formalism (equation 2.58). The pair correlation function for bulk fluids is 

calculated from PRISM. CMS-DFT shares the same advantages and drawbacks as 

RISM and PRISM. It has flexible control over the intra molecular structure but relies 

heavily on the selection of closure.  

Another approach to study chain fluids was pioneered by the study of hard 

chain fluids by Woodward,160 who first introduced the notion of molecular density 

( )Rρ
 
and ideal chain free energy functional. ( )

mrrrR 1 K2,  is a multi-dimensional 

vector that contains the positions of all the m monomers on a polymer molecule. 

The individual segment density can be obtained from: 

( ) ( ) ( )RrrRr ii ρδρ −= ∫ di

                                   

(2.64) 

The free energy change due to the formation of hard chains from 

indistinguishable hard spheres is then divided into an ideal chain part and an extra 

contribution due to the loss of configurational entropy because of the repulsive hard 

cores of the spheres: 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]RRR ρρρ ch

ideal

ch

chain
AAA ∆+=

                             

(2.65) 

The ideal chain functional for polymeric molecules is expressed as: 
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 ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )( )1ln −+= ∫ RRRRR b
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ch UdA βρρρβ
                      

(2.66) 

It is similar to the free energy of ideal monomeric fluids given in equation 

2.54 (thermal wavelength omitted) except an additional ideal bonding term ( )RbUβ

. ( )RbU  is defined as: 

( ) ∑
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=
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(2.67) 

whose Boltzmann distribution is in the form of a scalar Dirac-Delta function: 
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The calculation of the ideal chain functional is well documented 138 and 

involves recursive integrals, i.e. the addition of one segment depends on the existing 

segments in the chain. ( )[ ]RρchA∆  is approximated in different ways. Originally, 

Woodward 160 followed the extended continuous Flory theory by Dickman and Hall 

161 Yethiraj and Woodward 162 later applied Monte Carlo simulation to extract this 

information. Another widely applied method was introduced by Yu and Wu 138 who 

used a modified Fundamental Measure weighted density approximation of the chain 

free energy  for bulk chain fluids (equation 2.23) derived from Wertheim’s TPT1. 

For a homopolymer melt: 
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(2.69) 
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where { })(rin are the FMT weighted densities defined in equation 2.64 and 2.65. 

2

222 /1)( nVV nnr ⋅−=ξ
 
is introduced to account for the inhomogeneity of the fluid. 

However, it is not quite clear how this quantity is derived in the original publication. 

The cavity correlation function at contact is the same as that of the pair correlation 

function. It is also modified by )(rξ  as:  
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It should be noted that, before FMT weighted density approximation applied 

to chain free energy given in equation 2.69, it is first applied by Yu and Wu 163 to 

bulk association free energy from TPT1 to study monatomic associating fluids, 

which is a direct extension of the work of Segura et al 98 on similar systems.  

An alternative approach to obtain free energy change due to chain formation 

is to apply the TPT1 association free energy developed for inhomogeneous fluids 

(equation 2.20) and take the infinite strong association limit. This method is 

recognized and implemented by several groups 5, 47, 164-166 and forms the basis of 

iSAFT. The orientational argument of chain bonding is relaxed and averaged over all 

possible configurations in iSAFT by considering the fully flexible chain model, in 

which chain segments are tangentially bonded and can move around the surface of 

their neighbors.  The association free energy functional (no extra association sites 

after chain formation) is then:  
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The non-bonded fraction of site A on segment α is given as:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 1

'

'' ,1
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∫ ∆+= 221221 rrrrrr α
αααα ρχχ BA d

                       

(2.72) 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( )212121 rrrrrr ,1,exp, '
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' HS
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(2.73) 

K  is a geometric constant resulting from the average of orientations and has 

a physical interpretation of available bonding volume; 0ε
 
is the bonding energy; 'α  

denotes a potential bonding neighbor. ( )
0exp εK  is usually dropped in the 

calculations similar as the argument of the neglect of thermal wavelength. This term 

cancels with an identical term in bulk chemical potential calculation in Euler-

Lagrange equation. Strictly speaking, the bonding potential should be that for a self-

excluded chain model. However, this requires much more computational effort and 

possibly a higher order theory. Therefore, a spherically symmetric bonding 

potential in equation 2.68 is used instead. In the chain formation limit, ∞→0ε  and 

( )1r
αχ A  is slowly approaching zero. But the rate of these fractions approaching zero 

is different due to the term ( )2r
'αχB  in the integral in equation 2.72. Physically, it 

depends on the position of the particular segment in the chain. In an early version of 

iSAFT introduced by Tripathi and Chapman,166 αχ A and 'αχB are assumed to approach 

zero at the same rate, i.e. 'αα χχ BA ≈ . Equation 2.72 can then be solved and the 

resulting chain free energy functional is: 
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This version of iSAFT does not follow exact stoichiometry but gives good 

overall segment density distribution. In a modified iSAFT, Jain et al 47 derived a 

formalism to calculate αχ A  recursively, similar to that applied before to ideal chain 

functional and SCFT. We refer to the original publication 47, 167  for derivation and 

give the free energy for chains with m segments as following: 
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where ( )Γn  denotes the total number of association sites required to form a m 

member chain and Mµ is the chain chemical potential. The recursive integrals are 

given as: 
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where ( )rjD  is defined to be: 
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The form of recursive integrals in equation 2.76 and 2.77 implies that the 

chain length m must be integers. Equation 2.78 implies the assumption that the 

inhomogeneous cavity function can be approximated by the geometric mean of the 
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homogeneous cavity function evaluated at both locations, as shown in 2.79. The 

weighted density formalism for cavity function at contact is arbitrary. Equation 2.70 

can be used for the cavity function as well as a simpler weighting scheme (2.80), 

which has been adopted in various publications. 
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(2.79) 
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(2.80) 

 Through equations 2.75-2.78, the chain architecture, or hierarchy, is 

introduced, i.e. each segment in the chain is distinguishable and has different 

contribution to the free energy. These formulas are general for any heteronuclear 

chain molecules. iSAFT has been applied to a wide range of polymeric systems 43, 46-

48, 55, 56, 155, 168 and shown promising accuracy, predictive capability and versatility.  

2.3.4. Summary of iSAFT Density Functional Theory 

Last few sections introduced iSAFT by parts. It is beneficial to sum up the 

information and describe the formalism of the Euler-Lagrange equation: 

Based on the perturbation for Helmholtz free energy in equation 2.40, the set 

of Euler-Lagrange equations for iSAFT can be expressed as: 
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The functional derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy over segment 

densities can be derived from equation 2.59 (hard core repulsion) 2.63 (dispersion) 

and 2.74 (chain connectivity) given as: 
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Combine equations 2.78-2.84, we arrive at: 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) mjIVDI j
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It has been shown 169 that equations 2.82-2.84 can all be expressed as 

convolutional integrals. In this work, unless otherwise specified, these functional 

derivatives are evaluated by Fast Fourier Transform, as detailed in Appendix A. 

The iSAFT computation procedure begins with inputting known bulk 

densities for all species to set the chemical potentials { }Mµ . Any initial density 

profile can then be given on computation grids to calculate a first estimate of jD ,

ext

jV  , jI ,1  and jI ,2 . Initial density guesses can be given depending on the nature of 

the particular application to accelerate the convergence. A new set of densities can 
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be obtained from equation 2.85 with these calculated quantities. They are compared 

with the initial input to check if the combined density difference for all grid points is 

lower than a user-set tolerance. If not, this new set of densities enters the next 

iteration as the input through a Picard mixing scheme. This procedure continues 

until the tolerance is satisfied.  

iSAFT shares the same parameter library as SAFT, which requires σ , ε  and 

m  for each component. These parameters used in iSAFT studies, however, are 

usually not quantitatively calibrated to real substance experimental data, but to 

molecular simulations. On one hand, experiments are difficult to conduct at the 

molecular level to provide reliable information to tune the model parameters. On 

the other hand, as mentioned above, iSAFT studies on interfacial systems are 

restricted by the use of integer segment number in chain species, hence losing 

numerical flexibilities in parameter regression. On the sub-micron length scale, 

macromolecules are examined under high resolution and each functional part of an 

individual molecule can behave and interact differently than others. It requires 

more model details to maintain molecular stoichiometry. On phenomenological 

length scale where only average properties of molecules are desired, relaxed 

parameters sacrifice fine segmental detail but render models the flexibility to 

adjustment towards better agreement with data. Studies on both length scales are 

important in advancing fundamental physical understandings and optimizing 

industrial processes. Applications of SAFT and iSAFT based theories are presented 

in the next few Chapters. 
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Chapter 3 

Predicting Cloud points in Branched Polyolefin-

Solvent Systems from SAFT-Dimer Equation of 

State 

3.1. Background 

The development of a molecular theory capable of predicting systematic phase 

behavior of branched polyolefin solutions is of significant value to polymer industry. 

Such endeavor is challenged by the asymmetric nature of polymer solutions, which 

results from both the size difference between the polymer and solvent molecules 

and also the concentration difference between these two species presented in the 

solution. In polyolefin systems, molecular architecture such as branch length and 

branch density plays an important role in determining phase behavior and poses 

new challenge to the quantitative modeling of such mixtures. For example, it has 

been observed in experiments 170-172 that shorter copolymers (lower molecular 
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weight) with longer branches (higher olefin, higher comonomer content) are better 

solvated in organic solvents. Their Liquid-Liquid phase boundaries (cloud points) 

are shifted to lower pressures and the one phase region is enlarged. Nonetheless, 

phase boundaries of high polyolefins such as those synthesized from 1-hexene or 1-

octene are still located at elevated temperature and pressure conditions and there is 

usually limited experiment phase behavior data from which theoretical models can 

extract reliable parameters. Therefore, a successful thermodynamic model for 

branched polyolefins must be able to handle different length scales, explicitly 

account for branch length and density and must be fundamentally solid and 

predictive to compensate the lack of measurements. The Statistical Associating Fluid 

Theory (SAFT) and its derivatives are rigorously derived from statistical mechanics 

and have been successful applied in modeling phase behavior in polymer 

solutions.64, 66, 99  These theories are strong candidates for the study of branched 

polyolefin systems. 

There have been efforts to model branched polyolefins using SAFT or its 

variants. The first model was developed for trimers by Amos and Jackson 173, who 

recognized that SAFT is readily extended to heteronuclear chains. SAFT equations 

are solved analytically for the trimer system. Shukla and Chapman174 and Banaszak 

et al 175 generalized the theory rigorously for heteronuclear molecules without and 

with dispersion interactions, respectively. Banaszak et al 175 and Chen et al 176 both 

followed the HR-SAFT of Huang and Radosz 52, 53 and utilized the empirical 

dispersion equation 2.15. Later, Gross and Sadowski 97 extended the concept into 

PC-SAFT and modeled well-defined (alternating) copolymer and random copolymer 
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with the 2nd order perturbational dispersion term. Results from these models 

reasonably agree with experiments and capture the effect of branch length and 

density on phase behavior. 

However, the formalisms employed in the aforementioned studies intrinsically 

require a large number of parameters, which hinders their applications to systems 

with higher olefins such as 1-octene. For non-associating, non-polar copolymers 

comprised of two types of monomers in a single solvent, 12 parameters are needed. 

As an example, in the solution of poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) in propane, the three 

pure component parameters of propane, polyethylene and poly(1-octene) are 

required. They can be fitted to pure substance liquid density and binary phase 

behavior data. Furthermore, since copolymers are comprised of different segment 

types, mixing rules are needed even for a pure copolymer. Three binary interaction 

parameters (
ij

k ) among the pure components are required as well. The 
ij

k between 

propane and polyethylene, poly(1-octene) segments are usually adjusted according 

to their binary phase behavior. The third one accounting for interactions between 

polyethylene and poly(1-octene) can be regressed to the poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) 

- propane phase behavior data. One major drawback of this method is that at least 

one set of binary phase equilibrium data is required for parameter determination of 

each homopolymer component. Such data may not be readily available for long 

branch polyolefins such as poly(1-octene). 

Dominik and Chapman44 proposed a new modeling concept for poly(ethylene-

co-α -olefins) in order to handle the systems which lack data. It was recognized that 
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the different monomers in polyolefins are of the same hydrocarbon chemical nature. 

The branches, however, may interact with other molecules differently than the 

backbone due to different level of shielding effects. In their model, the copolymer 

chain is divided into backbone segments and branch segments. The chain length per 

molecular weight Mwm /  and segment diameter σ of high density polyethylene 

(HDPE) are used for both backbone and branch segments since they have the same 

chemical nature. The dispersion energy TkB/ε of HDPE is also used for backbone 

segments. Their modeling scheme is shown in Figure 3-1. They also found that the 

ijk between backbone and branch segments was not necessarily required to obtain 

good representation of the phase behavior and it was set to zero in their work. Thus 

this new model has three less parameters than the original PC-SAFT copolymer 

approach. Assuming the ijk between HDPE and a certain solvent is already known, 

then in a copolymer solution in this solvent, only the branch segment dispersion 

energy and its ijk  with this solvent need to be regressed to copolymer phase 

behavior. They showed the new model with less parameters performs comparably 

well as the PC-SAFT approach.  

 

Figure 3-1  Illustrated modeling concept of polyolefins of Dominik 44, 45 
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Recently, Dominik et al 45 proposed an even simpler scheme and modeled 

poly(ethylene- co-α -olefins) as homopolymer with the following mixing rules for 

the parameters, assuming the knowledge of the weight fraction of α -olefin 

comonomers ( comonomerw ): 

solventibranchbranchbranchbackbonecopolymer kXwXwXX −=+−= ,,)1( ε             (3.1) 

comonomer

branch

comonomerbranch
Mw

Mw
ww =                                         (3.2) 

Equation 3.2 relates the weight fraction of branched segments branchw  with the 

comonomer content comonomerw . This new scheme also bypasses the need to specify or 

assume the fraction of bonds between different monomer types in polyolefin 

molecules. This information is required when polyolefins are modeled strictly as 

copolymers even though the exact sequence of all segments in a copolymer chain is 

not needed. The new concept has been successfully applied to Linear low density 

polyethylene (LLDPE). Due to its computational simplicity, this modeling scheme is 

employed in this work.  

Despite the successful applications of SAFT based theories in polymer 

solutions, they are fairly limited to low polymer weight fraction. It has been shown 

64 that even for PC-SAFT, the most versatile and predictive version of SAFT, the 

cloud point pressures of polymer solutions are underestimated at polymer 

concentrations of >10wt%. This could result in inaccurate phase boundaries for 

concentrated polymer solutions which might be of more industrial interest. As 
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discussed in section 2.1, the most widely applied SAFT versions (PC-SAFT, HR-SAFT, 

SAFT-VR etc.) differentiate from each other only by the manner in which the 

dispersion interactions are described. The common feature of these SAFT variants is 

the chain connectivity and association term proposed by Chapman et al 5-7. Thus, the 

hard chain bonding free energy may be a source for the inaccuracy. Special interest 

has been given to the development of a new hard chain equation of state. Ghonasgi 

and Chapman67 and independently, Chang and Sandler177 have demonstrated that a 

SAFT-dimer chain term created by bonding hard diatomics together is in excellent 

agreement with molecular simulation results for long-chain molecules. Dominik et 

al 66 proposed a new EOS based on SAFT-dimer chain term and the dispersion term 

from PC-SAFT. The new theory labeled PC-SAFT-D or simply SAFT-D has been 

applied to short chain alkanes and homopolymer systems. Pure component 

parameters for alkanes have been fitted and successfully extrapolated to higher 

molecular weight. The new EOS has been proven to be more accurate than PC-SAFT, 

especially in critical region and high polymer concentration region. Similar 

performance improvement is expected in copolymer solutions as well. The goal of 

this work is to extend the SAFT-D model to study branched polyolefins.  

The rest of this Chapter is organized as following. Section 3.2 introduces the 

details of the SAFT-D equation of state. Results including newly fitted parameters 

and phase diagrams are presented and discussed in section 3.3. The parameter 

effects are given particular emphasis. We conclude this work in section 3.4. 
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3.2. SAFT-D equation of state 

The residual Helmholtz free energy per molecule /res res
a A NkT= with respect 

to ideal gas for polyolefin solutions is given as a perturbation expansion: 

          
dispchainhs

ref

res aaaa ∆+∆+=                                          (3.3) 

The free energy for hard sphere reference fluid hs

refa , which accounts for the 

hard core exclusion of molecules, has been introduced in section 2.1.1. The BMCSL 

equation (equation 2.8) will be used for this term. The original free energy change 

due to chain formation (equation 2.23) is derived by taking the complete association 

limit in a stoichiometric mixture of associating hard spheres to form chains. All 

bonds are formed simultaneously and a given segment would only be “aware” of the 

presence of its two neighboring segments. In SAFT-Dimer, on the other hand, 

reference hard spheres are assumed to first bond to one another to form an 

intermediate dimer fluid. Chain molecules are then formed by bonding these dimers 

simultaneously. The difference between SAFT and SAFT-D is illustrated in Figure 

3-2. The free energy change due to chain formation is thus comprised of the 

contribution from dimerization and the change from a dimer fluid to hard chain 

fluid. In SAFT-D framework, a given segment in the chain is “aware” of its 

neighboring segments and the segments next to them. More bonding information is 

propagated along the chain, which is considered the reason for the superior 

performance of SAFT-D. The chain free energy in SAFT-D for homopolymers has the 

following form: 
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Figure 3-2  Illustration of the difference between SAFT and SAFT-D 66 
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The hard sphere fluid pair correlation function at contact is given in equation 

2.24. For the hard dimer correlation function at contact ( )hd

ii ii
g σ , the form proposed 

by Ghonasgi and Chapman67 and extended to mixtures by Shukla and Chapman 174 is 

followed: 
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iζ  is defined in equation 2.9. The exact PC-SAFT dispersion term is used here:  
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However, since the hard chain free energy in SAFT-D is different from that of 

PC-SAFT, the compressibility factor of the hard chain fluid hcZ and consequently the 

dispersion free energy disp
a∆ is also different between these two approaches. The 

integrals 1 2,I I  are approximated in an identical way as in equation 2.17: 

6

1

0

( , ) ( ) i

i

i

I m a mη η
=

=∑      

6

2

0

( , ) ( ) i

i

i

I m b mη η
=

=∑                (3.6) 

i i

i

m x m=∑  is the mean segment number. The coefficients are defined by: 

0 1 2

0 1 2

1 1 2
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i i i i

i i i i

m m m
a m a a a

m m m

m m m
b m b b b

m m m

    − − −
= + +    

    

    − − −
= + +    

    

                (3.7) 

These constants kia , kib  are expected to be universal for any substance. They 

are regressed to a series of alkane liquid density and vapor pressure data.64 Dominik 

et al 66 found that SAFT-D results are not sensitive to kib
 
values. Thus the original kib

values from PC-SAFT are kept in their studies. The kia
 
values refitted by Dominik et 

al 66 for SAFT-D is followed in this work. We also assume the Lorentz-Berthelot 

mixing rule: 

 
2

i j

ij

σ σ
σ

+
=  , (1 )

ij i j ij
kε ε ε= −

                                   
(3.8) 
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3.3. Results and discussions 

3.3.1. Model parameters 

SAFT-D pure component parameters have been fitted for saturated alkanes 

up to eicosane by Domink et al 66 and extrapolated to HDPE. A number of additional 

parameters, such as the pure component parameters for unsaturated alkene 

solvents and interaction energy of various branch segments are yet to be regressed. 

This procedure is done by applying a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for 

minimizing the objective function: 

∑
=










Π

Π−Π
=

exp

1

2

exp

expN

i i

calc

iiMin                                              (3.9) 

The pure component parameters ( m , σ , ε ) for unsaturated alkenes are 

regressed to their saturated vapor pressure and liquid density data. The parameters 

used for these solvents are summarized in Table 3-1. The average absolute 

deviations (AAD) between the SAFT-D predictions and experimental measurements 

are comparable to those obtained using PC-SAFT 64 in similar temperature range. 

The pure component parameters from the two SAFT versions are very similar to 

each other for the same substance. The segments in SAFT-D are slightly larger with 

higher self-interaction energies than those in PC-SAFT. This observation is 

consistent with the parameter behavior of the alkane series.64, 66 Note that ethylene 

is not considered in this work since its segment number is less than 2 and this small 

molecule is not well defined in the SAFT-D framework. 
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Table 3-1 Pure Component Parameters for the Solvents Considered 

 M m σ  ε /k AAD% T range  

substance [g/mol] [--] [A] [K] Psat v [K] ref 

propanea 44.096 2.0000  3.6189  209.56  0.37  0.68  85-523  

pentanea 72.146 2.6900  3.7699  232.49  1.24  0.32  143-569  

propylene 42.081 1.9657  3.5280  208.35  2.06  0.20  113-364 178, 179 

1-butene 56.107 2.3124  3.6300  221.99  0.97  0.27  143-419 178, 179 

1-hexene 84.616 2.9192  3.8119  241.17  0.65  0.28  213-448 178, 179 

 
a parameters regressed by Dominik et al 66.  

Table 3-2 Pure Component Parameters for the Polyolefin branches 

Considered in this work 

 ε /k m/M σ  AAD% P range   

branch [K] [mol/g] [A] ρ  [bar] binary system ref 

methyl 178.71 0.02361 4.4357 4.69 1-981 PP-n-pentane 180 

ethyl 232.88  0.02361 4.4357 n/a n/a PEB97-1-butene 181 

butyl 251.12  0.02361 4.4357 n/a n/a PEH35-propane 182 

hexyl 257.14 0.02361 4.4357 n/a n/a PEO39-propane 183 

HDPEa 278.78 0.02361 4.4357 3.74 1-2000 HDPE-n-pentane 184 

a Parameters for HDPE were regressed by Dominik et al66.  

According to the modeling scheme detailed in section 3.1, to model branched 

polyolefins with the HDPE parameters already known, the only parameter needs to 

be obtained other than binary interaction parameters is the dispersion energy for 

the branched segments branchε . This energy parameter for different types of olefin 

comonomers are regressed to binary phase behavior measurements, as shown in 
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Table 3-2. Ideally, the phase behavior data between the polyolefin homopolymer is 

preferred. However, no such data is available for the ethyl and butyl branches. 

Therefore, we have used the corresponding copolymer binary phase behavior data 

instead. The copolymers we selected for this regression process contain the highest 

comonomer fraction among the experimental reports we can find.  

Table 3-3 Values of Binary Interaction Parameters for All Considered Polymer 

Segment Types with Different Solvents 

segment type solvent ij
k  ref 

HDPE backbone propane 0.0405 181 

 pentane 0.0065 66 

 1-butene 0.0273 185 

methyl branch propane 0.036 172 

 1-butene 0.0548 186 

ethyl branch propane 0.021 181 

butyl branch propane 0.0242 182 

hexyl branch propane 0.0181 183 

poly(ethylene-co-propylene) propylene 0.0492 186 

 1-hexene 0.006 186 

    

At last, the binary interaction parameters between segment pairs must also 

be regressed. The 
ij

k  between solvent and backbone is fitted to reported LLE phase 

boundary in HDPE/solvent system. The dispersion energy of the copolymer can be 

determined with the information given in Table 3-2 and the mixing scheme in 

equation 3.1. The 
ij

k  between solvent and the copolymer can then be decided based 

on the copolymer/solvent phase behavior. The solvent-branch 
ij

k
 
can then be easily 

deduced according to the mixing scheme in equation 3.1, as summarized in Table 
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3-3. Note that the 
ij

k of the PEP copolymer is given because the lack of HDPE-

propylene and HDPE-1-hexene phase equilibrium data and therefore the backbone-

solvent 
ij

k . The number of considered systems is fairly limited mainly due to the 

lack of data. And it would be difficult to infer any correlation or extrapolation from 

the 
ij

k  behavior.  

Table 3-4 Characteristics of the Polyolefins Considered in This Work 

 Polymer Mw  co- wt%  

system [kg/mol] /w nM M  monomer comonomer ref 

PP-propane 290 4.4 n/a n/a 172 

PEP-1-butene 0.709 1.01 propylene 60.0  186 

 5.9 1.08  60.0   

 26 1.03  60.0   

 96.4 1.1  60.0   

PEP-propylene 26 1.03 propylene 60.0  186 

 96.4 1.1  60.0   

PEP-1-hexene 26 1.03 propylene 60.0  186 

 96.4 1.1  60.0   

PEB-propane 120 <1.1 1-butene 0.0  181 

 62 <1.1  8.0   

 96 <1.1  32.0   

 85 <1.1  52.0   

 91 <1.1  88.0   

 90 <1.1  97.0   

PEH-propane 80 1.52 1-hexene 10.6  182 

 139 1.24  35.0   

PEO-propane 83 1.62 1-octene 13.9 183 

 115 2.1  25.8  

 120 1.44  38.7  
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Most of the polymers considered in this work are monodisperse except one 

polypropylene solution case. The characteristics and some general properties of the 

copolymers are summarized in Table 3-4.  

3.3.2. Polyolefin phase behaviors 

With the parameters obtained in the last section, SAFT-D can be applied to 

calculate the phase diagrams of polyolefin systems. We particularly focus on the 

effect of various parameters on polyolefin phase behaviors. In the next few sections, 

a number of example systems will be selected to benchmark the universality, 

predictability and robustness of SAFT-D and the current modeling scheme.  

3.3.2.1. Effect of temperature 

The liquid-liquid cloud points for polypropylene (PP)-propane system are 

calculated as shown in Figure 3-3. The polymer is polydisperse (PI = 4.4) and is 

modeled using three pseudo components as suggested by Gross and Sadowski.96 

The SAFT-D results are also compared with the PC-SAFT results from Gross 97 and 

those from the new PC-SAFT scheme by Dominik.44 Note that PP is modeled as 

homopolymer in this work and the work of Gross, but as copolymer in the work of 

Dominik. The new model gives satisfactory description over the entire polymer 

weight fractions and also gives better average prediction than the PC-SAFT of Gross 

in low concentration region. The representation of density for PP is also improved 

over PC-SAFT result (Table 3-2). SAFT-D gives similar predictions as the PC-SAFT of 

Dominik at high temperature, but performs better at low temperatures, especially at 
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high polymer concentrations, which is expected since more information is 

incorporated into the model and a better chain free energy is used. 

 

Figure 3-3 Liquid-liquid equilibrium of polypropylene in propane. (Symbols: 

experimental results from Whaley et al.172; solid lines: SAFT-D predictions;  

dashed lines: PC-SAFT results from Gross and Sadowski 96; dotted lines: 

results from the simplified PC-SAFT scheme of Dominik 44)  

However, SAFT-D still cannot accurately capture the phase boundary when 

polymer concentration exceeds 15%. One of the reasons might be the ultra-

simplicity of the approach employed. Other factors, such as polymer conformation 

as mentioned by Dominik 44, might also be important in quantitatively describing 

the solution phase behavior over the whole range of polymer concentrations. It is 
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important to note that the methyl branch energy is regressed from PP-pentane 

binary system. The 
ij

k  between methyl branch and propane is only adjusted based 

on the highest temperature case in Figure 3-3. The SAFT-D calculations at two other 

temperatures are done with no adjustable parameters and are pure predictions 

from the model.  

3.3.2.2. Effect of Molecular Weight  

 

Figure 3-4 Liquid-liquid cloud points for poly(ethylene-co-propylene) in 1-

butene. (Symbols: experimental results from Chen et al. 186; lines: SAFT-D 

predictions) The weight fraction of propylene in the copolymer is 0.6 and the 

weight fraction of PEP in solution is 0.15. 

The cloud points for solutions of poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (PEP) with 
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to experimental data reported by Chen et al 186 in Figure 3-4. The PC-SAFT results 

from Gross 97 and Dominik 44 are comparable to SAFT-D predictions and are not 

shown. Similar to the previous case, since the dispersion energy of the methyl 

branch has been obtained, the only unknown parameter -- 
ij

k  between methyl 

branch and 1-butene is regressed to the cloud point curve of the heaviest copolymer 

in this data set (MW=96.4 kg/mol). The SAFT-D results for other molecular weights 

are pure predictions. SAFT-D, as well as PC-SAFT models, all capture the 

enlargement of the single phase region as the copolymers become shorter. This is 

because shorter copolymers are better solvated by the small molecule solvents and 

therefore display broader single phase domain.  

3.3.2.3. Effect of solvent type 

The same PEP copolymer (Mw = 26000 g/mol) studied in the last section is 

also considered in solutions with various α -olefin solvents, as shown in Figure 3-5. 

SAFT-D successfully predicts the better solvation of copolymers in longer olefins 

and the subsequent enlargement of the single phase region. SAFT-D gives 

reasonably good predictions for cases when solvent is 1-butene or 1-hexene, but 

fails when solvent is propylene, especially at low temperature where a U-LCST type 

of behavior (merging of the lower and upper critical solution temperature 

boundaries) is observed at quite high temperature, as evidenced by the sharp 

increase in pressure at phase boundary. The high temperature U-LCST has already 

been noted in the PC-SAFT report of Dominik 44 and HR-SAFT report of Banaszak. 175 

SAFT-D is also affected by this intrinsic problem of SAFT EOS. In fact, by comparing 
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with the results from PC-SAFT of Dominik 44 in Figure 3-5, SAFT-D predicts the L-

UCST at even higher temperatures. The PC-SAFT results for 1-butene and 1-hexene 

are comparable to SAFT-D results and are not shown.   

 

Figure 3-5 Liquid-liquid cloud point curves for PEP in various solvents. 

(Symbols: experimental LLE (solid) and LVE (open) data from Chen et al 186; 

lines: same as in Figure 3-3) The wt% of propylene in the copolymer is 0.6 and 

the wt% of PEP in solution is 0.15. 

3.3.2.4. Effect of comonomer content 

The cloud points calculated from SAFT-D for poly(ethylene-co-1-butene) 

(PEB) in propane are compared with experiments in Figure 3-6. Both the ethyl 
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the PEB case containing 97wt % 1-butene units. All other cases are predictions from 

the model. The agreement between SAFT-D predictions and the experimental data 

of Chen et al 181 is very good at high comonomer content and satisfactory otherwise. 

SAFT-D also performs better than the PC-SAFT of Dominik 44 at low comonomer 

content, but not as well at medium comonomer content. SAFT-D captures the single 

phase domain expansion as the comonomer content in the copolymer molecules 

increases. The branched comonomers help the copolymer solvation in small 

molecule solvent, as evidence by the drop of copolymer dispersion energy.   

 

Figure 3-6 Liquid-liquid cloud point curves for poly(ethylene-co-1-butene) in 

propane. (Symbols: experimental results from Chen et al. 181; lines: same as in 

Figure 3-3) The wt% of PEB in solution is 0.053. The subscripts denote the 1-

butene content in the copolymer in wt%. 
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Figure 3-7 Liquid-liquid cloud points for poly(ethylene-co-1-hexene) in 

propane. (Symbols: experimental results from Chan et al. 182; lines: same as in 

Figure 3-3) The wt% of PEH in solution is 0.15. The subscripts denote the 1-

hexene content in wt% 

The approach employed in this work requires less parameters and should be 

favored over the traditional copolymer SAFT approaches in the study of long branch 

polyolefins due to the lack of experimental data in such systems. These long branch 

polyolefins, such as poly(ethylene-co-1-hexene) (PEH) and poly(ethylene-co-1-

octene) (PEO), are widely produced in industry.  The cloud points for PEH in 

propane are calculated using SAFT-D and given in Figure 3-7. The SAFT-D 
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solutions with different comonomer content. SAFT-D also gives better 

representation of the experiment data in comparison to the PC-SAFT results of 

Dominik. 44 The cloud points for PEO in propane are calculated using SAFT-D and 

given in Figure 3-8. SAFT-D predictions are in reasonable agreement with 

experiments. Both long branch polyolefin cases are not considered in the copolymer 

PC-SAFT approach.97, 187 The PEO-propane case is also not considered by the 

simplified scheme of Dominik.44  

 

Figure 3-8 Liquid-Liquid cloud points for poly(ethylene-co-1-octene) in 

propane. (Symbols: experimental results from Chan et al.183; solid lines: SAFT-

D predictions) The wt% of PEO in solution is 0.05. The subscripts denote the 

1-octene content in wt% 
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3.4. Conclusions 

The SAFT-Dimer Equation of State containing the Barker-Henderson 2nd 

order perturbation dispersion term and a chain free energy accounting for the 

formation of an intermediate dimer fluid is extended to polyolefin solutions in 

organic solvents. Previous modeling schemes developed for polyolefins aiming at 

reducing the impact of limited experiment data is followed in this work. New SAFT-

D pure component and binary parameters for a number of substances are regressed 

to experiment data within the new modeling scheme. Even with the simplifications, 

in which polyolefins are considered as homopolymers, SAFT-D has achieved 

quantitative agreement with experiments in the systems considered in this work 

and captured the effect of various parameters, such as temperature, molecular 

weight, solvent quality and comonomer content, on the behavior of cloud points. 

Comparable performances of the new model with previous PC-SAFT approaches 97 

using more parameters have been observed. Similar to the previously reported 

homopolymer studies, SAFT-D has been shown to give better phase boundary 

predictions than the PC-SAFT approach using the same modeling scheme 44 at high 

polymer concentrations in several polyolefin systems, most notably the long branch 

PEH-propane solutions.  

However, SAFT-D predictions also exhibit the L-UCST behavior at high 

temperature, which several other SAFT versions suffer as well. The scope of the 

current work is also limited by the experiment data at hand and a relatively small 

number of substances are studied. The extrapolation from the parameters (such as 
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branch dispersion energy and various binary interaction parameters) to other 

comonomer or solvent systems would thus be unreliable.  Moreover, the difficulty in 

accommodating ethylene in the current framework can be a major obstacle for 

future applications since ethylene is a widely used solvent in polyolefin production, 

where it serves both as solvent and reactant.  
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Chapter 4 

Revisited Block Copolymer /Nanoparticle 

Composites: Extension of Interfacial Statistical 

Associating Fluid Theory 

The last Chapter demonstrated the capability of SAFT-D to predict the 

macroscopic phase behavior properties of copolymer solutions through comparison 

with experiments. The focus is now turned to the structure and behavior on the 

molecular level. The quantitative accuracy of our theory in predicting microscopic 

properties is validated by computer experiments on simplified molecular models.  

4.1. Introduction 

The interplay of nanoparticles (NP) with block copolymers (BCP) in the 

nanocomposite material has opened up a window of opportunity for improved 

fundamental understandings and technological breakthroughs. For example, 
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nanoparticles can distribute themselves with molecular precision through the 

guidance of both entropic and enthalpic molecular forces from the block copolymer 

matrices. This enables the development of dense electronic templates through 

nanolithography 30, 31 that surpass the density limitations of current optical 

lithography technology. 31, 32 Hierarchal molecular structures formed by taking 

advantage of nanoparticle localizations within a block copolymer matrix could also 

lead to economical molecular separation, novel photonic crystals, high efficiency 

catalyst and self-healing materials.16, 34, 39, 188  

Understanding the relationship between distribution state of nanoparticles 

and material properties as well as environment parameters is critical to the design 

and process of aforementioned applications. A number of experiments have been 

performed to study the relation between nanoparticle localizations and particle 

sizes and surface chemistries.24-28, 34, 41 On the other hand, carefully adjusting the 

composition of ligands tethered on nanoparticle surfaces as well as areal grafting 

densities, therefore nanoparticle chemistries, has been demonstrated to be capable 

of fully controlling the locations of nanoparticles in copolymer matrices. 

Furthermore, the presence of nanoparticles could disrupt existing polymer 

structure and induce interesting morphological phase transitions, without the use of 

external potentials.34, 36, 189 Phase diagrams collecting various morphological states 

with respect to nanoparticle fraction, nanoparticle size and chemistry have also 

been created experimentally.42, 190  
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To gain more molecular insights of nanoparticle distribution and phase 

transitions, extensive molecular simulation studies have been devoted to the 

microstructure and phase behaviors of the nanocomposite system. These studies, 

including discontinuous molecular dynamics,60, 61 dissipative particle dynamics191, 

192 and Monte Carlo simulations,193, 194 have shown qualitative agreement with 

experiments on the distribution of nanoparticles in the domain, but in general are 

not quantitatively comparable because simulations are limited to fairly short 

polymers. Nonetheless, various structures such as lamellas, perforated lamellas, 

hexagonally packed cylinders and bicontinuous morphology, are identified in phase 

diagrams as the concentration and chemistry of nanoparticles varies. 

A more economical alternative is molecular theory. As mentioned in Chapter 

2, SCFT 11 has been successful in modeling various complex polymeric systems due 

to its computational efficiency and accuracy in the long polymer limit. However, it 

still suffers from the incompressibility assumption and it is difficult to deal with 

spherical particles self consistently in the theory. Although effort 65 has been made 

to extend a pure SCFT approach to particle polymer composite, it is limited to the 

dilute particle case. Researchers have managed to include in SCFT other suitable 

theoretical descriptions of particles, such as classical Density Functional Theory 

(DFT) 62, 63 and Brownian Dynamics simulations.35 The SCFT-DFT hybrid approach 

retains the efficiency and simplicity of SCFT and shows qualitative agreement with 

experimental observations. It has also been extended to studies of mechanical 195, 

optical properties 196 of the composite material as well as the morphologies of 

confined BCP/NP films.197 However, question has been raised 193 on whether the 
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compressible DFT description is compatible with the SCFT framework, and 

therefore any quantitative comparison with other theories and molecular 

simulations with a particular intermolecular potential.  

On the other hand, classical DFT naturally includes nanoparticles and 

compressibility effects. In particular, we consider DFT’s that account for the 

connectivity of spherical segments, therefore describing chain molecules and 

nanoparticles within the same framework. One particularly successful class of such 

polymer DFT is the ones developed based on Wertheim’s first order 

Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT1),1-4 which considers chain bonding as 

infinite strong association. These theories keep segment level information and 

incorporate molecular potential explicitly, thus are directly comparable to 

molecular simulations. Meanwhile, they share the same parameter library with an 

equation of state (EOS) in the uniform density limit. In this limit, most TPT1 based 

DFTs reduce to the Statistical Association Fluid Theory (SAFT) 5, 6, which is proven 

to be very successful in modeling bulk polymer systems and has been calibrated for 

many substances. With numerical efficiency retained in the long polymer limit, 

quantitative comparisons could also be made with experiments.155 Two types of 

TPT1 based DFTs are widely applied in the study of polymeric systems. One is the 

theory of Yu and Wu 138, 163 which combines ideal chain formalism with the original 

TPT1 chain free energy evaluated at Fundamental Measure weighted densities. The 

other is interfacial SAFT (iSAFT) 5, 47, 166 derived from the inhomogeneous extension 

of the original TPT1 chain free energy. Both theories have been applied with success 

to study structures of pure block copolymer melts, 46, 153 homopolymer composites 
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with nanoparticles 43, 198 and surface induced phase transitions in (semi) confined 

polymer / nanoparticle thin films. 40, 49, 153 

Recently, the theory of Yu and Wu has been extended 58, 59 to the block 

copolymer nanocomposite system investigated by Schultz et al 61 with coarse 

grained Molecular Dynamics simulations. However, with the exact same potential 

model, the theory predicted qualitatively different distributions compared to 

simulation for large selective nanoparticles. Preliminary results121 from iSAFT have 

shown a similar problem, which could hinder the future application of TPT1 based 

DFT in these composite systems. To understand this problem from a phase behavior 

perspective, we have performed calculations to locate the Order – Disorder 

Transition (ODT), which is the temperature that ordered BCP melts into the 

disordered state. Initial results of ODT have shown a large discrepancy between 

molecular simulation data and iSAFT predictions. This observation indicates that 

the dispersive forces or enthalpic contributions to the free energy are not accurately 

modeled in the theory. This inaccuracy could affect the distribution of NP through 

an intricate balance of enthalpic and entropic interactions.  In this chapter, we 

extend iSAFT towards quantitative accuracy in the prediction of both ODT 

temperature and molecular structure. The extensions of the theory are tested and 

compared with simulation and theories 61, 199-203 first in simpler pure BCP melts and 

then BCP/NP composites. To our best knowledge, this work will be the first one to 

study the Order-Disorder Transition with a TPT1 based theory. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized into the following sections: 

section 4.2 describes the molecular model used for nanoparticles and block 

copolymers and the computation methods needed to ensure correct comparison 

with simulation; section 4.3 discusses the approach to extend the current theory; 

Section 4.4 presents the theoretical results for ODTs, microstructures and spacing of 

nanocomposites and compares these results with molecular simulations. The results 

are summarized in section 4.5. 

4.2. Molecular model 

One advantage of a segment based DFT is that it is directly testable by 

molecular simulations using the same molecular potential model. The simulations of 

Schultz et al.60, 61 covered broad parameter space, reported phase diagrams and 

detailed concentration profiles of species for both pure block copolymer and 

nanocomposite systems. In this work, the model used therein is followed and 

summarized as following: 

Diblock copolymers (two blocks labeled as ‘A’ and ‘B’) are modeled as fully 

flexible chains formed by tangentially bonded hard spheres. Nanoparticles (labeled 

as ‘P’) are modeled as hard spheres with no structure.  

Species interact with each other through the following potential:  
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ijε  is the interaction energy between species i and j. ijσ  is the arithmetic 

mean of the individual diameters. Block segments in copolymers have the same 

diameter, denoted by chainσ : == BA σσ chainσ . For like species, 0=iiε  and the 

potential reduces to a hard sphere potential. For unlike species, a repulsive shoulder 

exists beyond the hard core. The range of the repulsive shoulder is always chainσ . 

Selective nanoparticles are configured to be repulsive to A block while remaining 

hard interactions with B block.( 0,0 =≠ BPAP εε ) 

Different nanoparticle sizes and chemistries are studied by varying reduced 

size and energy parameter: chainPP σσσ /* =
 
and ABAPP εεε /* = . The average packing 

fraction of the composite ( ∑=
i iaveiave 6/3

, σρπη , avei,ρ is the average density of 

species i) lies mostly between 0.3 and 0.35, close to that of a polymer melt. 

The potential for nanoparticles could be considered as a simple core-shell 

model. The polymeric tethers on nanoparticles serve as the repulsive shell since 

they are usually chemically affinitive to one of the blocks. And the effect of mixed 

tethers could be easily studied by adjusting the magnitude of *

Pε . Other interaction 

potentials have also been applied in molecular simulations.192, 204 These potentials 

are equally accessible to the density functional theory. Throughout this work, only 

density variations in one (Lamellae) dimension will be considered. Based on the 

classical SCFT phase diagram of BCP,11 even slightly asymmetric BCPs would form a 

complex ordered phase (cylindrical, spherical phases) as temperature is lowered 
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below ODT. Therefore, only symmetric BCPs are studied in this work. The structures 

requiring two or three dimensional computations will be the subject of future work.  

The DFT in this work is based on the modified iSAFT of Jain et al,47 as 

introduced in section 2.3. In particular, the Helmholtz free energy of BCP/NP 

composites is built upon the ideal gas free energy (ID) of spherical segments and 

includes a perturbational sum of the nonideal contributions due to hard core 

repulsion of these spherical species (HS), the work needed to connect them together 

(CH) and their dispersion interactions (DISP): 

( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ]rrrrr ααααα ρρρρρ DISP

ex

CH

ex

HS

ex

id
AAAAA +++=

         

(4.2) 

With the Helmholtz free energy expressed, one can solve the Euler Lagrange 

(E-L) equation iteratively to obtain equilibrated thermodynamic properties and 

density distributions, as discussed in section 2.3.4. The components of the E-L 

equations, which are functional derivatives of excess Helmholtz free energy 

functionals with respect to density fields, can be expressed as convolutions, as 

shown in Appendix A. The spatial integrations of these functionals in this work are 

therefore carried out using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),169, 205 which improves the 

calculation efficiency substantially. Plus, for a periodic system like block 

copolymers, the boundary conditions are handled naturally in FFT without padding 

issues. More information on FFT can be found in Appendix A.  
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The ODTs in this work are calculated as the point where the Lamellae and 

disordered phase could coexist.201 General phase equilibrium equations eventually 

reduce to the equivalence of grand potential density for these two phases. 

( ){ }[ ] { }[ ] disorderODTbulkorderODT
VV // ,αα ρρ Ω=Ω r

                

(4.3) 

The chemical ( µ ) and thermal equilibrium (T) are already enforced by 

working in the grand canonical ensemble. Field based theories commonly report the 

Flory parameter ODTNχ
 
at the ODT. In this work, we report the reduced interaction 

parameter at the ODT TkB

AB

ODTODT /** εε =  because 
**

ODTε  is the energy parameter 

directly used in both the simulations of Schultz et al 60, 61 and iSAFT calculations. The 

interaction energy  
**ε  and Flory parameter χ  can be compared using an equation 

of the form: 46, 60, 206  
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(4.4) 

In the simulations of Schultz, 60, 61 the integral in the rightmost expression in 

equation 4.4 is evaluated by counting and averaging the number of non-bonded 

neighbors ( )(rnbρ ) inside the interaction range for each chain segment. With the 

values of this integral reported by simulations. 60, 61, ODTNχ  from field theory can be 

translated to **

ODTε  used in simulations, and vice versa.  

Now several more methods need to be established to ensure correct 

comparison with simulations. Firstly, to interpret the grand canonical DFT results in 
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a canonical sense, the average density of each species in a calculation domain is 

fixed to a constant value by adjusting the bulk chemical potential. This process is 

completed by employing a modified Powell’s hybrid algorithm,207 which solves 

nonlinear equations using a variation of Newton’s method. Secondly, the 

equilibrium lamellae spacing of the block copolymers corresponds to a minimum in 

Helmholtz free energy for our system at fixed average density. This spacing for 

lamellae morphology is found by employing a safeguarded quadratic interpolation 

minimization method within a searching range large enough to include the target.207  

4.3. Approaches to extend the theory 

The discrepancies between simulation and TPT1 based theories originate in 

the approximations made for the excess free energy contributions in equation 4.2. 

The performance of each contribution and its possible extension is discussed in this 

section.  

4.3.1. Hard-core exclusion 

Various comparisons with molecular simulations 78, 148, 149, 152 have confirmed 

the accuracy of the modified version of FMT in bulk and confined hard sphere 

systems. Although it has been pointed out the White Bear / modified version of FMT 

is not thermodynamically consistent, 151 the remediation requires considerable 

computation effort and offers only slight improvement. Therefore, the hard sphere 

excluded volume contribution will not be modified in this work. 
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4.3.2. Chain formation 

It has been pointed out long ago 165 that the deficiency of chains derived from 

TPT1 is the neglect of intramolecular exclusion, which results in the unphysical 

overlapping of monomers, and further the shrink of the effective polymer size. 

Based on the extension of Percus’ particle insertion method,167, 208 the average end-

to-end distance for a polymer molecule could be calculated as: 

∫
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                                              (4.5) 

where 
eR

 
is the average end-to-end distance and )(rendω  is the 

intramolecular distribution of the last segment in a chain molecule with respect to a 

radial symmetric geometry where the first segment of the chain is fixed at the 

origin. Equation 9 is the definition of end-to-end distance since the density in DFT is 

also an indication of the possibility of certain segments being found at that position. 

The value of end-to-end distance calculated from iSAFT and molecular simulation60 

for an athermal homopolymer (20 segments, =aveη  0.28) is 4.63 and 5.65 
chainσ , 

respectively. Simulation gives considerably larger average end-to-end distance 

value because self-excluded chain molecules are strictly enforced. Note that the 

value predicted from iSAFT is very close to the ideal chain value 47.420 ==N , 

which implies a statistical segment (persistence) length of 1.035, in comparison to 

1.2623 calculated from simulation 60. In BCP systems, simulations predict larger 

equilibrium spacing for ordered structures. As a comparison, the equilibrium 
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lamellar spacing of block copolymer (20 segments, == ABBTkT ε/
*  8, =aveη  0.28) 

predicted by iSAFT, Jin et al 59 and molecular simulation 61 is 10.7, 10.9 and 12.9 

chainσ , respectively.  

Intramolecular overlapping is also found for other segment/site based 

theories.106, 209 To address this problem, the intramolecular correlation should be 

incorporated at the same time as the chain forms. In the framework of iSAFT, 

thermodynamic perturbation theory must be extended to 2nd order to entail 

bending potential. However, preliminary efforts 57, 210 indicated that computational 

cost for explicitly embedded bending potential is much more intensive and it 

increases exponentially with chain length.  

Interestingly, previous reports 37, 121, 167 of TPT1 based DFT applied in various 

athermal polymer melt systems have shown good prediction of average correlation 

and structure compared to simulation, even without the inclusion of intramolecular 

correlation. This is due to Flory’s ‘ideality hypothesis’104 which states that 

intramolecular excluded volume interactions are counter balanced in dense liquids 

by intermolecular excluded volume forces at large length scales. For those fairly 

short chain molecules studied in simulations, the average density of segments is 

well represented by assuming ideal chain configuration. Also, although the theory 

predicts smaller lamellae spacing, the system is not packed more closely than 

simulation since the average densities are fixed. Furthermore, if we incorporate the 

persistence length from simulation into the bonding potential in equation 7, 

suggested first by Curro et al,106 the theory gives the same equilibrium spacing as 
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simulation, but predicts nearly unchanged density distribution if scaled by the 

spacing. In this work, we focus on the comparison with simulations, therefore the 

studies of relatively short chains. We argue that the chain contribution would not 

impact the detailed structure and phase behavior much in the BCP/NP systems 

investigated in this work. The chain formation term would also remain the same as 

the iSAFT of Jain et al. 

4.3.3. Dispersion interaction 

The mean field description of dispersion interactions given in equation 2.63 

resembles that used in SCFT and it has been successfully applied to various 

Lennard-Jones (LJ) chain fluids.47, 48, 211 However, the neglect of correlations 

between species could result in free energy inaccuracies. It has been shown that a 

quadratic density expansion treatment could improve fluid structure predictions 

from theory for semi-confined LJ chain fluids.156 In this section, we explore new 

approaches to restore segmental correlations in the description of dispersion free 

energy. Similar to equation 2.13, the dispersion free energy for inhomogeneous 

fluids is bounded by:68 
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),( 21 rrαβg and ),( 21 rr
ref

gαβ are the inhomogeneous pair correlation functions 

(PCF) for the fluids with full potential and reference potential, respectively. The 
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perturbation is sufficiently small in weak dispersive fluids when reference fluids 

with only hard repulsions are considered. In these cases, both sides of the inequality 

converge to the true free energy value and can be reasonable approximations for the 

dispersion free energy.  

In BCP/NP composites, a potentially qualifying reference state is the 

athermal mixture of hard chains (HC) and hard spheres (HS) obtained by 

eliminating the temperature effect. ),( 21 rr
ref

gαβ  
represents the PCF of this HC-HS 

mixture. On the other hand, the pair correlation function of BCP/NP composites 

with full potential is related to the cavity correlation function (CCF) by:  

))(exp(),(),( 122121 rrrrrr −−= αβαβαβ βuyg                     (4.7) 

Following convention in perturbation theory, we approximate the CCF with 

that of the reference fluid,
ref

yy =αβ . It follows directly from equation 4.7 that for 

the chosen reference fluid itself, refref
gy = outside the hard cores of segments. Then 

inequality 4.6 is approximately: 
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Approaches from both sides of inequality 4.8 utilize the pair correlation 

function of the reference fluid. Both approaches will be explored in the next section, 

with RHS labeled g perturbation and the LHS labeled y perturbation.  
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The task to obtain the accurate reference fluid inhomogeneous PCF is 

hindered by its complex nature. The form of the PCF for an inhomogeneous hard 

sphere fluid is still not tractable after several decades’ research. There is even less 

information to determine the correlation function for inhomogeneous hard chain-

hard sphere mixtures, which includes additional complexities arising from the shape 

and size of the chains. One such complexity is the ‘correlation hole’ effect, which 

describes the screening of middle chain segments from ‘seeing’ segments from other 

molecules compared to non-bonded segments. 

For a pure BCP melt system, whose reference fluid is a mixture of hard 

chains, by assuming that the inhomogeneous PCF can be approximated as that of a 

homogeneous fluid at the average density in 1r  and 2r  and separation 
12 rr −=r , 

the g perturbation approach has been successfully applied to Equation of State 

(EOS)64 and DFT157 studies of polymeric fluids with good agreement compared to 

experimental phase behavior data. We follow a similar approach and recognize that 

for BCP systems the total density is fairly uniform 46 throughout the domain. Thus it 

is further assumed the average correlation function could be evaluated equivalently 

at the total average density. The average PCF for a hard chain fluid is expressed as: 
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im is the number of segments in segment type i and 
HC

ijg  is the individual 

segment-segment correlation function for the hard chain fluid. Although this 

average PCF could be solved analytically for homogeneous hard chain fluids,94, 95 the 
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solving process itself is quite expensive computationally. Instead, Monte Carlo 

simulation results 212, 213 have been reported for the average correlation function of 

hard chains with different lengths at various densities. The reported average PCF 

can be regressed to quadratic functions in the interaction potential range of interest 

(extension of the repulsive shoulder). These quadratic functions are a good 

representation of the simulation data, as shown in Figure 4-1 (a) for 8, 20 and 

50mers at an average packing fraction of 0.3.  

 

Figure 4-1 (a) Segmental average gHC as function of separation in the 

interaction range of interest for 8, 20 and 50mers at average packing fraction 

of 0.3; (b) Volume averaged gHC values (symbols) as function of average 

packing fraction for 8 and 20 mers. In both plots, symbols are evaluated from 

the simulation of Yethiraj et al.212, 213 Solid lines are quadratic fit. 

To use the simulation data over a range of densities, it is convenient to 

average the PCF values over the range of the square shoulder potential. The volume 

averaged PCF values are then correlated with density as shown in Figure 4-1 (b) for 

8 and 20mers. The volume averaged correlation function is defined as: 

gHC = -2.8493η2 + 2.5388η + 0.3221
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The volume averaged PCF values increase as the density of the fluid increases 

due to packing effects, but the values are all lower than 1 indicating a ‘correlation 

hole’ effect. This effect is enhanced as chains grow longer as shown by the decrease 

of correlation values for 20-mers compared with 8-mers. It is interesting to note 

that Yethiraj and Hall 214 found and explained a linear relation between 

)(/)( ++ σσ HS

cont

HC

cont gg and the packing fraction of the fluid, no such relation has been 

found for this averaged correlation value.  

Table 4-1 Interaction energy parameter at ODT for neat symmetric block 

copolymer chains with 20 segments at various average densities and 

approximations 

 
 

We have compared the approaches of incorporating the fitted PCF in Figure 

1(a) explicitly and simply applying the volume averaged function value for pure BCP 

systems. Table 4-1 presents the comparison of **

ODTε  between simulations and 

various approximations for a 20 segment BCP melt at two average packing fractions. 

0.3 0.35

ε**ODT  (Mean field) 0.050684 0.044374

ε**ODT  (g perturbation with fitted PCF) 0.069242 0.056296

ε**ODT  (g perturbation with volume averaged g) 0.068804 0.056250

ε**ODT  (y perturbation with fitted PCF) 0.074606 0.059762

ε**ODT  (y perturbation with volume averaged g) 0.074096 0.059711

ε**ODT  (Simulation 
23

) 0.082339 0.064255

Average packing fraction
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It is shown that the relative difference between these two approaches is less than 

1% at the two densities studied. With this observation, the volume averaged PCF 

value )( ave

ref

aveg ρ  are used in subsequent calculations for pure BCP melts as well as 

BCP/NP composites when no other simulation data are available.  

In addition to the hard chain correlation functions, the PCF between the hard 

particles and hard chain segments in the reference fluid 
HCHS

pig  is also required in 

order to utilize inequality 4.8 in the study of BCP/NP composites. Similar as the 

treatment of hard chain PCF, 
HCHS

pig  is assumed to be represented by the average 

PCF between a particle and each segment in the chain: ∑≡
im

i

HCHS

pi

i

HCHS

pi rg
m

rg )(
1

)( . 

These PCFs are obtained from separate DFT calculations of polymer distributions 

around particles in hard chain – hard sphere mixtures with bulk packing fraction 

equal to the average density of interest. This procedure is documented in previous 

publications 43, 167 and will not be discussed here.  

4.4. Results and discussion 

To accurately describe the lamellar structure of block copolymer composites, 

it is crucial to first locate the phase boundaries correctly. In this section, ODT 

between lamellar and disordered phases for pure block copolymers will be 

considered first to benchmark the accuracy of the extension of iSAFT presented in 

the last section. Then neutral and selective nanoparticles will be added to pure BCPs 

and the ODTs for these composites will be computed. With these phase behavior 
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information, microstructures and equilibrium spacing of BCP/NP composites are 

then calculated and compared with molecular simulations. 

4.4.1. Order-Disorder Transition (ODT) in Pure BCP 

With the correlation functions obtained from simulations,212, 213 
**

ODTε  has 

been calculated at various average packing fractions for BCP melts with 10 and 20 

segments. The comparison between aforementioned approaches and molecular 

simulations are shown in Figure 4-2. The correlation of 8mer is used for 10mer due 

to lack of simulation data for 10mers in the considered density range. In Figure 4-2, 

it is observed that the interaction energy parameters at ODT from iSAFT with mean 

field dispersion are much lower than the simulation reported values. iSAFT with the 

mean field term predicts that the ordered state needs to be heated to higher 

temperature than that in molecular simulation to melt into a disordered phase. 

Using a simple mean field dispersion, iSAFT overestimates the repulsion in the 

theory between the two blocks in the copolymer. This overestimation becomes 

worse at lower average densities. By including the correlation function for chains, 

thus the correlation hole effect, the effective repulsion is reduced and the resulting 

interaction parameters at ODT agree much better with the coarse grained 

simulations than mean field iSAFT. For 20mer chains, iSAFT with y perturbation 

gives better agreement with simulation than iSAFT with g perturbation. It is 

worthwhile to note that in the packing fraction range 0.35-0.45, iSAFT with y 

perturbation gives similar predictions in comparison (not shown) to the SCFT with 

fluctuation corrections by Fredrickson and Helfand (FH).130  
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Figure 4-2 Interaction parameter at the ODT for neat symmetric block 

copolymer chains with 10 and 20 segments at various average densities. 

Simulation results are from the work of Schultz et al.60, 61 Error bars for 

simulation results are shown except the lowest packing fraction point for 

20mer. Error bars for 20mer at high packing fraction lie within the 

boundaries of the symbols. 

The discrepancies between the simulation and theory results could be 

ascribed to the various approximations made in the last section. Another possible 

reason is that only a first order expansion is adopted in inequality 10. A 2nd order 

expansion83, 157 has been derived and shown to improve the 1st order results, even 

though the improvement is nearly negligible. Moreover, the simulation values 

shown in Figure 4-2 are estimates between discrete states points, which might 

include uncertainties. The error bars of these data are displayed in Fig 1 as well.  
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In Figure 4-4, the products of chain length with interaction parameter at ODT 

ODTN )( *ε
 
are translated to ODTN)(χ through the use of equation 4.4 and the 

simulation reported ∫ rdrnb )(ρ
 
value (16.8).  ODTN)(χ is plotted against the variation 

of chain length. Predictions from iSAFT with mean field and y perturbation 

treatment are compared with the SCFT of Fredrickson and Helfand. 130 Results from 

iSAFT with y perturbation agrees with FH predictions for short polymers (N<60), 

but decays more rapidly to a higher asymptotic value than FH for longer polymers. 

This observation indicates that the correlation in the inset might not be accurate for 

long polymers. iSAFT with mean field dispersion does not agree with FH in the chain 

length range examined. ODTN)(χ  from the three approaches can all be well 

correlated to chain length by a general power law. The correlations obtained from 

iSAFT are given in the plot and they are quite different from the FH prediction: 

3/1022.41495.10)( −+= NN ODTχ . iSAFT predicts stronger chain length dependence 

than FH theory, evidenced by the larger (absolute value) power indices. It is 

worthwhile to point out the average packing fraction (0.3) in this study is quite low 

and compressibility effect might be an important factor, which is neglected in the FH 

theory. Note that the power indices of the chain length dependence from iSAFT 

predictions are relatively closer to the value of -0.9 reported by Nath et al,202 who 

employed a PRISM-based DFT and dealt with a denser system with bulk packing 

fraction of 0.524.
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Figure 4-3 Product of chain length and Flory interaction parameter for 

symmetric block copolymers at ODT as a function of chain length at average 

packing fraction 0.3. Symbols are predictions from iSAFT; solid lines are best 

fit to theoretical results. Dashed line is prediction from the SCFT of 

Fredrickson and Helfand. 130 Inset: Averaged gHC values as function of chain 

length at average packing fraction 0.3. Symbol values are calculated from the 

simulation of Yethiraj et al.212, 213 Solid line is the general power law fit. 
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field iSAFT for BCP/NP mixtures with total average packing fraction 0.35 and 

various nanoparticle sizes is plotted against NP concentration in Figure 4-4(a). NP 

concentration is defined as the ratio of the NP packing fraction over the total 

packing fraction. The pure BCP cases shown in Figure 3 refer to the situation when 

the NPs are simply removed from the polymer matrix while the polymer packing 

fraction is kept the same as the systems containing NPs. At low NP concentration, 

the ODTs for BCP/NP mixtures are very close to that of pure BCP systems, because 

NPs are just filling voids without disrupting polymer structures. As NP 

concentration increases, the ODTs for mixtures deviate more and more from pure 

BCP cases as NPs screen out unfavorable interactions of BCP molecules, so that the 

system could endure more chemical incompatibility before transforming into an 

ordered state. This finding does not agree with the report of Schultz et al,61 in which 

it is claimed that the non-selective NPs would not change the ODT of the mixture 

compared to a pure BCP system (therefore only one set of symbols). It is highly 

possible this behavior is missed in simulation because, as discussed before, 

simulations investigated discrete state points in phase diagrams and the variations 

of ODT due to addition of NPs are not large in magnitude. At higher NP 

concentration, the smallest NPs are found to be more efficient in suppressing the 

system, resulting in a higher ODT
**ε  or lower ODT temperature. This observation is in 

agreement with the theoretical work of Chervanyov and Balazs.199  
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Figure 4-4 Interaction energy parameter at the ODT as a function of NP 

concentration for different sized non-selective NPs in symmetric block 

copolymer matrices with 20 segments predicted by (a) mean field iSAFT (b) 

iSAFT with y perturbation evaluated at total average packing fraction and (c) 

iSAFT with y perturbation evaluated at effective BCP packing fraction. The 

total average packing fraction is fixed at 0.35. Simulation results (symbols) 

and their error bars are from Schultz et al.61 The error bar for the data with 

highest NP fraction is not known. The error bar for the data with lowest NP 

fraction lies within the boundary of the symbol. 

In Figure 4-4(b), iSAFT with y perturbation predictions are compared with 

simulation data. In this case, the correlation function values must be obtained with 
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The exact form of this dependence remains a question. The hard chain correlation 

functions used in Figure 4-4(b) are evaluated simply at the total packing fraction as 

if the system is pure BCP. With this approximation, iSAFT with y perturbation gives 

reasonable agreement with simulation at low NP concentration but deviates more 

as ODT
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might be that the chain-chain correlation is over-counted due to the presence of 

NPs. BCPs’ should really interact with each other in the volume excluded by non-

selective NPs. Therefore, the effective packing fraction of BCP should be the volume 

taken by BCP over the total volume excluding the volume of non-selective NPs, 

which could be expressed as: 
NP

BCPeff

BCP
η

η
η

−
=

1
. iSAFT predictions with y perturbation 

evaluated at this effective BCP packing fraction are shown in Figure 4-4(c), in which 

the agreement with simulation is much improved at high NP concentration.  

Now the particle-polymer correlation is included to consider selective NPs in 

BCP/NP composites. It is reported that small NPs and highly selective NPs have 

strong tendency to swell their preferred domain, thus modifying the morphology of 

the polymer matrix. Therefore, even for symmetric BCPs, complex structures 

beyond the scope of this work could be formed.36, 61 The ODTs of these cases are not 

considered in the following section. Instead, the interaction energy parameter at the 

ODT for relatively large NPs with medium surface selectivity is plotted against NP 

concentration in Figure 4-5. Both cases are similar to the system studied in Figure 

4-4 in that mean field iSAFT predicts much lower ODT
**ε  than simulation. iSAFT with 

y perturbation evaluated either at an effective BCP packing fraction (labeled )( effy η ) 

or at the total packing fraction (labeled )( toty η ) gives better agreement with 

simulation. Note that for the largest NPs, iSAFT with )( effy η correction tends to 

overpredict ODT
**ε  at high NP concentrations.  
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Figure 4-5 Interaction energy parameter at the ODT as a function of NP 

concentration in symmetric BCP matrices with 20 segments predicted by 

various approaches for (a) 2* =Pσ ; 1* =Pε
 
and (b) 4* =Pσ ; 1* =Pε . The total 

average packing fraction is fixed at 0.35. Simulation results (symbols) and 

error bars are from Schultz et al.61 The error bar for the data with highest NP 

fraction in (a) is not known. Error bars for the data with lowest NP fraction 

lies within the boundaries of the symbols. 
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ODT
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dispersion free energy, the ODTs predicted by the theory are much closer to those of 

the simulations. The enthalpic interactions within the composite are better modeled 

and therefore better predictions of the microstructures in BCP / NP composite are 

expected in comparison to previous DFT calculations.  

First, the effect of non-selective NPs on polymer microstructure is studied. 

The concentration profiles of A, B blocks and different sized NPs are compared with 

the profiles of pure BCPs in Figure 4-6. The polymer packing fraction in pure BCP 

system is the same as that in the composite system. The concentration is given in the 

same form as defined by Schultz et al:61  
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Figure 4-6 Concentration profiles of BCP in mixture (solid lines) with NP (dot 

dashed lines) compared with pure BCP (broken lines) at the same average 

packing fraction of 0.28 for NP sizes (a) 1* =Pσ
 
and (b) 2* =Pσ . Dotted lines 

represent the total concentration in the mixture scaled by the total packing 

fraction. 
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This quantity represents the local volume fraction of component i scaled by 

the average packing fraction. In order to compare the pure BCP results directly with 

BCP in composites, the concentration for pure BCP is scaled to the average packing 

fraction of the composite system. In Figure 4-6, the z direction is perpendicular to 

the interface between two polymer blocks, the lamellas are moved so that the center 

of the interface corresponds to the coordinate z = 0. Small NPs ( 1* =Pσ ) barely 

change the structure of BCP, the NPs are just filling voids and are distributed evenly 

inside the domain with a slight preference to the interface. For larger NPs ( 2* =Pσ ), 

the BCP structure remains unaltered except that NPs have a stronger preference to 

the interface and the two polymer blocks are ‘squeezed’ to give higher concentration 

at the center of each block. This trend is expected to become stronger as the NPs 

grow larger. The total concentrations in composites, which are the sum of 

concentration of all species, are also plotted in Figure 4-6. The total concentrations 

are fairly uniform throughout the lamellar domain with very slight oscillations.  
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Figure 4-7 Concentration profiles of polymer nanocomposite for 4,2,1
* =Pσ  and 

2,1,0
* =Pε  ( 125.0/ =TkBABε ). In all cases the average packing fraction of BCP and 

NP is 0.28 and 0.07, respectively. Solid and broken lines are BCP and NP 

profiles from iSAFT, respectively. Symbols are from molecular simulation of 

Schultz et al.61 In all plots, A blocks are on the right side and B blocks are on 

the left. 
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quantitatively with molecular simulation61 in Figure 4-7. The concentrations are 

computed in the same way as equation 8. The lamellar structures are scaled by their 

individual equilibrium spacing to enable direct comparison between the theory and 

simulation. It is shown that the scaled microstructures from iSAFT with y 

perturbation gives outstanding agreement with simulation for most of the cases 

investigated. More importantly, contrary to previous DFT reports 59, 78 that 

predicted large selective NPs prefer the interface of the two blocks, iSAFT with y 

perturbation captured the correct distribution preferences of NP in these cases. (e, h 

and i). The largest deviation in structure is seen in case (i), where the simulation 

reported macrophase separation between NP-rich and NP-lean phases. We also 

checked macrophase separation for all the cases studied in Figure 4-7 by 

constructing binary phase diagrams (not shown) of nanoparticle-rich and 

copolymer-rich phases similar to the work of Bryk 198 on athermal composites. It is 

confirmed that these cases would not macrophase separate within iSAFT 

framework.  

4.4.4. Equilibrium spacing of BCPs and BCP/NP composites 

For pure BCP systems, previous theoretical studies 200, 202, 203 have reported 

that the equilibrium lamellar spacing follows a scaling relation αβNL = , where L is 

the spacing. The coefficient β  is a function of the interaction strength. The exponent 

α  differs in regimes characterized by χN, i.e. weak (W), strong (S) and intermediate 

(I) segregation regimes (SR). Theories 201, 215 and molecular simulations 204 have 

consistently reported the characteristic exponent in the strong segregation regime 
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(SSR) to be in the vicinity of 2/3, which is also observed in experiments.216 In the 

weak segregation regime (WSR), early SCFT and DFT calculations 131, 200, 201 have 

reported the exponent to be 0.5. However, it was argued 11 that this value is indeed 

for the regime with no segregation and a more accurate SCFT that includes higher 

order cortex functions gives a characteristic exponent of 1. In the intermediate 

segregation regime (ISR), there have been discrepancies on the reported values 200, 

201, 203 of the characteristic exponent, varying in the range 0.72 – 0.95. In the 

following section, we intend to explore the location of different segregation regimes 

in the **

ABNε space and identify characteristic exponent in each regime with iSAFT.  

In Figure 4-8, the natural log of neat symmetric block copolymer equilibrium 

spacing scaled by the square root of chain length (ideal average end-to-end 

distance) is plotted against the natural log of combined interaction parameter **

ABNε . 

These calculations are done by applying iSAFT with the y perturbation extension 

and fixing the average density. The data could be divided into 3 regimes, guided by 

the solid lines with different slopes. The boundaries between these regimes can be 

roughly identified as =)ln( **

ABNε 0.307 and 1.1. The characteristic exponents in these 

regimes are approximately 0.5, 0.95 and 0.67, respectively, which agree well to the 

previously reported values in WSR, ISR and SSR. The range of **

ABε  alone cannot be 

used to identify SR since data from the same **

ABε  range could penetrate different SR. 

Therefore, we have demonstrated the capability of iSAFT to model BCP systems 

from different segregation regimes consistently with a single framework. Similar as 

previous reports, the WSR domain is predicted to be quite narrow. The ISR domain 
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size is −−SSRISRABN )ln( **ε  ≈−WSRISRABN )ln( **ε 0.8, close to the value of 0.7 found by Shull 

203, who didn’t report a WSR. Melenkevitz and Muthukumar 201 found that ISR 

domain size to be ])/()ln[( WSRISRSSRISR NN −− χχ  ≈≈ ]15.95ln[ 2.03, which is 

considerably larger than our result. If mean field iSAFT is considered in this section, 

all the data would be translated to the lower **

ABNε  values without qualitative 

change. Note that the concentration profiles in section 4.4.3 are obtained with 

5.2125.020** =×=ABNε , which lies in ISR in the context of iSAFT with y perturbation. 

The corresponding simulations are conducted in ISR as well. ( Nχ  = 48) However, 

this **

ABNε value would fall in SSR within the framework of mean field iSAFT.  

 

Figure 4-8 Variation of equilibrium spacing scaled by as a function of the 

combined interaction parameter   for neat symmetric block copolymers at 

average packing fraction of 0.3. Symbols are predictions from iSAFT. Solid 

lines (fixed slope given above the lines) are guidance to the eye. 
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For BCP/NP composites studied in Figure 4-7, the equilibrium lamellar 

spacing as well as the variation of A, B block size found by using iSAFT with y 

perturbation is given in Figure 4-9. The change of spacing for the composite system 

scaled by the spacing of pure BCP is compared with the coarse grained simulations 

of Schultz et al 61  in Figure 4-9(a). The spacing predicted from theory shows similar 

behavior as reported in molecular simulation. However, the theory consistently 

overestimates the equilibrium spacing for most of the cases, which is also observed 

in previous study using TPT1 based DFT.59 The smallest NPs are the most effective 

in swelling the spacing of BCPs while strongly selective NPs tend to have a larger 

impact on BCP spacing as well. Note that for relatively small NP additives, polymer 

spacing is actually reduced because NPs screen part of the unfavorable interaction 

between A and B blocks. The variation of A block domain size scaled by the 

equilibrium spacing of pure BCP is shown in Figure 4-9(b). Since A block is repulsive 

to the NPs, the size of A domain is fairly unaffected by the addition of NPs and is 

close to the size of A in pure BCP. Therefore the swelling in B block accounts for 

most of the change of total spacing. B block size scaled by the A block size is shown 

in Figure 4-9(c). It is shown that the B block can be up to 45% larger than the 

corresponding A block in the systems studied in section 4.4.3. 
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Figure 4-9 Equilibrium spacing variations for systems studied in Figure 6: (a) 

Total lamellae spacing of BCP/NP composite scaled by the spacing of pure BCP 

with no NP added; (b) A block spacing scaled by the spacing of pure BCP; (c) B 

block spacing scaled by A block size. Open symbols with dotted lines are 

simulation results from Schultz et al.61 
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The mean field intermolecular interaction contribution within iSAFT has 

been extended to include correlation functions of the reference fluid. In the block 

copolymer nanocomposite system, a 1st order perturbation theory is used to 
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chain average segment-segment correlation functions are evaluated from molecular 

simulation reports. The nanoparticle-polymer correlation is calculated from the DFT 

itself. With these correlations, ODTs of pure BCP and BCP/NP composite systems are 

computed for the first time using TPT1 based DFT. These ODTs are reported in the 
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produces better agreement with simulation. In BCP/NP composites, the interaction 

parameter at ODTs are captured by iSAFT with y perturbation at low NP 

concentration, but underestimated at high NP concentrations. An effective packing 

fraction is proposed and shown to provide better predictions for BCP mixed with 

neutral and interacting NPs with different sizes. 

Using the proposed extension, microstructures / concentration profiles of 

the composite systems are calculated using iSAFT and compared with molecular 

simulation directly. Although there is a difference of the equilibrium lamellar 

spacing predicted by iSAFT and simulation, the scaled molecular structures agree 

very well between the two approaches. The composite structures for large selective 

NPs in this work are also improved significantly compared to previous DFT studies. 

iSAFT also gives very similar predictions with simulation on the variation of spacing 

with change of NP size and chemistry, but slightly over predicts the swelling effect 

of NPs. The size of the energetically unfavorable domain is found to remain 

unaffected by the addition of NPs and the NP incorporated block accounts for most 

of the spacing swelling. Furthermore, by applying iSAFT to pure BCP systems, we 

identified different (weak, intermediate and strong) segregation regimes with 

characteristic chain length scaling on equilibrium spacing in good agreement 

compared to previous theoretical studies and simulations. iSAFT has been 

demonstrated to be capable of modeling BCP from different segregation regimes 

consistently with a single framework.  
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Chapter 5 

Nanoparticle Induced Cylindrical—Lamellar 

Morphological Transition: Insights from iSAFT 

Density Functional Theory 

5.1. Introduction 

In the last Chapter, we have examined the Order-Disorder Transition (ODT) 

between lamellar and disordered phases for pure symmetric diblock copolymers 

and copolymer composites at low nanoparticle loadings ( %20≤ ). As the 

nanoparticle fraction in the material increases beyond a critical concentration,34 

local polymer configuration can be modified and sheet-like lamellar morphologies 

are no longer stable. A number of experiments have shown phase transitions and 

coexisting phases in block copolymer materials induced by nanoparticles.33-36, 217 

Lamellar phases could transform into cylindrical and spherical phases and vice 

versa, based on the amount of nanoparticles presented. Moreover, experimental 
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studies 24, 25, 41, 42 have demonstrated accurate nanoparticle localization through the 

tuning of nanoparticle size and surface grafting density / composition. The 

capability of controlling NP distribution could result in more convenient building 

schemes for materials with multiple functional parts containing distinct 

morphologies.34 The success of such practices relies heavily on the physical, 

especially molecular level understanding of transition mechanisms between phases.  

Computer aided simulations, mesoscale and microscopic theories have 

helped provide critical insights. Experiments showing that nanoparticles with 

different sizes prefer different locations within block copolymer domains have been 

inspired by predictions from the combined Self Consistent Field Theory-Density 

Functional Theory (SCFT-DFT).62  Comprehensive Monte Carlo and Molecular 

Dynamics simulations 61, 194 have also investigated a broad parameter space and 

provided both guidelines for experimentalists and verification data for theorists. 

Computational studies of equilibrated block copolymer nanocomposites have 

primarily used molecular simulation 61, 193, 194 and SCFT based approaches, 35, 62, 218 

until the recent emergence of classical Density Functional Theories.58, 59, 219 One 

particularly successful DFT is the interfacial SAFT (iSAFT)47, 166 based on 

Wertheim’s Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT). 1-4 iSAFT directly accounts 

for compressibility effects and short range structure by using a segment based chain 

connectivity free energy instead of a field approach. iSAFT can also be 

computationally more efficient than molecular simulations, thus capable of 

searching over a broad parameter space in a short amount of time. iSAFT has also 

been successfully applied to block copolymer and polymer composite systems. 43, 46  
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From simulation phase diagrams,61, 194 we notice that with low to medium 

nanoparticle loadings (NP fraction lower than 0.5), lamellar and hexagonally packed 

cylindrical phases cover the broadest parameter space. Thus emphasis is placed on 

the order-order transition (OOT) between lamellar and cylindrical phases. While the 

tuning of Lamellae-disorder transition by nanoparticle additives in copolymer 

composites primarily depends on the ability of particles to screen out unfavorable 

interactions within copolymers, the cylinder-lamellae transition has been thought to 

be mainly caused by the ability of selective particles to swell their favorable domain 

and therefore modify local geometric characteristics of the system. We are 

particularly interested in the structural evolution process from one ordered phase 

to another. One approach of examining transitional states is to include dynamics 

into molecular theories. The Dynamic DFT (DDFT) 220 and Cell Dynamics simulation 

221, 222 has been applied to copolymer melts and composite systems and shown the 

capability to explain phase transitions and phase coexistence. As an alternative, we 

investigate metastable structures with an equilibrium theory through the method of 

pseudo arclength continuation found in the Library of Continuation Algorithms 

(LOCA) 223 incorporated in the TRAMONTO DFT package 224 developed at Sandia 

National Laboratory. The pseudo arclength continuation algorithm is capable of 

following stable solutions, as a function of system parameters, along metastable 

branches and around spinodal points to new metastable solutions. This algorithm 

has been applied to study the phase transitions in confined or semi confined block 

copolymer melts or athermal homopolymer / nanoparticle films.49, 206, 225 Metastable 

states, overlooked in previous studies, will be examined closely in this work. 
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In this Chapter, we extend the implementation of the theory by investigating 

self-assembling morphologies that have concentration variation in more than one 

dimension. Although DFT based on PRISM 206 or field approach 200 has been applied 

in 2 dimensional pure block copolymer systems and 3 dimensional block oligomer 

(lipid) solutions, this work is the first single framework DFT study of the copolymer 

composite system with multiple dimensions.  

The rest of this Chapter is organized as following: section 5.2 describes the 

molecular models used for nanoparticles and block copolymers. The computational 

method is also described in this section. Section 5.3 presents a detailed study of 

phase diagrams, phase transition evolution and parameter effects. Results are 

concluded in the last section 5.4.  

5.2. Model and method 

The molecular model used in this Chapter is identical to that employed in 

Chapter 4. For simplicity, we consider symmetric diblock copolymer labeled ‘A’, ’B’ 

and nanoparticles labeled ‘P’. The modified iSAFT formalism of Jain et al introduced 

in section 2.3.4 is also followed. The following Euler-Lagrange equations are solved 

to obtain equilibrium thermodynamic properties of the nanocomposite system: 
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In Chapter 4, we have implemented the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to 

efficiently evaluate the local functional derivative fields in equation 5.1. In this Chapter, 
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we focus on the order-order transition between a lamellar structure and cylindrical 

morphology in which the density is assumed to be uniform along the length of the 

cylinders. The FFT formalism is extended to 2 dimensional Cartesian grids similar to the 

approach of Hlushak et al.
226

 Analytical expressions for the Fourier transform of certain 

quantities can be found in Appendix A. For other data arrays without an analytical image 

(such as densities), the discrete transform from real to Fourier space is given by: 
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The vector k  has components ),(
qp yx kk , which is the image of the real space 

coordinate ),( qp yx  in Fourier space. xN and yN are the number of grid points in x and y 

dimension, respectively. Note that the initial density could be randomly given and the 

equilibrium densities are determined by the theory without pre-assumed symmetry. For 

uniformly spaced grids with spacing x∆ , y∆  in each real space dimension, components of 

the coordinates are given as: 
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We have employed a free (for noncommercial users) library 
227

 for optimized two 

dimensional Fourier transforms. The extension of FFT to three dimensional grids would 

be straightforward. In this work, we use a smaller 6480× grid for shorter copolymers 

(such as m = 20) and a larger 128160× grid for longer copolymers (such as m = 100). 

These grid sizes are similar to the ones used in previous theoretical calculations for block 
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copolymer systems in more than one dimensions.
35, 128, 129, 228

 Periodic boundary 

conditions are assumed on computation box and handled naturally in Fourier transform. 

The grand free energy is minimized with respect to computation box size to locate the 

equilibrium spacing of self-assembled structures. 

The phase transition points (ODT, OOT) are located in accordance to equation 4.3 

by equating the grand potential densities of phases with the same bulk densities: 
201 

( ){ }[ ] ( ){ }[ ] L=Ω=Ω IIIIII
VV // rr γγ ρρ                            (5.4) 

5.3. Results and discussion 

We first introduce an important assumption to reduce the computational 

cost when searching for the equilibrium spacing. For self-assembled cylindrical 

phases, varying the size of calculation domains in both dimensions can be 

computationally expensive for systems with relatively flat free energy landscape. 

Thermodynamic theories study equilibrium fluid structures without considering 

relaxation effect or kinetic trapping. Defects in the system tend to be annealed out 

and classical structures are obtained. Note that the classical cylindrical structures 

pack hexagonally. The characteristic length of the classical structure is known to be 

yx LL 3= , where yL , xL  are the first and second nearest neighbor distance, 

respectively. We chose a unit cell of yx LL × and the ratio of rectangular computation 

box dimensions at free energy minimum could be decided. By taking advantage of 
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this symmetry, the two-dimensional optimization problem can be reduced to one 

dimension.  

 

Figure 5-1 Top: Contour plot of 10000  against calculation domain dimensions 

for block copolymer nanocomposites (detail information included in the text). 

Bottom: example concentration profiles at ( )
Pyx LL σ/,  = (a) (17.5, 12.5), (b) 

(19, 11), (c) (20.5, 9.5). Darker region represents B-block and nanoparticle-

rich domain and lighter region represents the A-block-rich domain. The 

original calculation domain (marked by the dashed lines in (b)) was 

replicated twice in the x direction and three times in the y direction.  
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Calculations have been done to verify this assumption before it is applied in 

any further calculations. Grand free energies ( Ω ) and structures of composites 

composed of symmetric block copolymers with 20 segments and small selective 

nanoparticles ( 1* =Pσ , 2* =Pε ) are obtained at different computation domain sizes. 

The grand free energy differences with respect to the minimum grand free energy 

( equilΩ ) is scaled up 10000 times and plotted as contours in the ( )yx LL ,  space in 

Figure 5-1. The domain dimensions at the free energy minimum satisfy our 

assumption yx LL 3= . The concentration profiles confirmed the formation of 

cylindrical structures. Moreover, for domain size ratio 3/ <yx LL  (case (a)), the 

cylinders / AB block interfaces are compressed in the x direction, for 3/ >yx LL  

(case (c)), the cylinders are stretched in the x direction while for 3/ ≈yx LL  (case 

(b)), the AB interfaces are circular in the cross sectional plot. The elliptic shape for 

cases (a) and (c) indicate the curvatures of the AB interface are different in x and y 

directions, which could result in pressure or interfacial tension difference. Thus, the 

underlying argument of our assumption is similar to the box length search 

algorithm used in the works of Schultz et al,60, 61 in which the equilibrium spacing is 

found by equating components in the pressure tensor in all directions. Further tests 

on longer copolymer systems and stronger interaction systems have shown the 

same observation. Therefore, this assumption will be applied in our further 

calculations unless specified otherwise. Note that this assumption should not be 

made when searching for new morphologies or metastable states. Also note that 

although we assumed the symmetry in the equilibrium domain size, no structural / 
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density pattern is imposed on our calculations. The lamellar and cylindrical 

structures are modeled under the same iSAFT framework.  

5.3.1. Phase diagrams for block copolymer composites 

Phase diagrams are reported first to guide the following studies on the CYL-

LAM transition. We focus on block copolymer nanocomposites incorporated with 

small, strongly selective nanoparticles which have been shown by previous theory 

and simulation studies 61, 229 to be more efficient in swelling their favorable 

copolymer domains and therefore display rich phase behaviors. The phase diagram 

of the nanocomposite containing symmetric block copolymers ( 20=N ) and small 

selective nanoparticles ( 1* =Pσ , 2* =Pε ) is calculated using iSAFT as shown in Figure 

5-2 in the parameter space of interaction strength between AB blocks ( TkBAB /ε ) 

versus average nanoparticle volume fraction ( avep,φ ). The same system has also been 

studied by Schultz 61 through discontinuous molecular dynamics simulation. 

TkBAB /ε  is related to the frequently used Flory interaction parameter ABχ  in field 

theory by equation 4.4. The average nanoparticle volume fraction, defined similarly 

as the particle volumetric loading used in field theories, could be calculated from the 

density profiles at phase transitions through the following formula: 

 ∫∫ ∑∫∫
=

= dxdyyxdxdyyx i

PBAi

ippavep

3

,,

3

, ),(/),( σρσρφ
                  

(5.5) 
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In the phase diagram, as the nanoparticle fraction increases, the block 

copolymer density is decreased accordingly to maintain a melt-like constant total 

reduced density ∑i iibulk

3

, σρ = 0.685 in the bulk phase. 

 

Figure 5-2 Phase diagram of symmetric block copolymer ( 20=N ) composites 

with small selective ( 1* =Pσ , 2* =Pε ) nanoparticles plotted in the parameter 

space of interaction energy parameter TkBAB /ε versus average nanoparticle 

volume fraction avep,φ . Dotted lines enclose a metastable region where 

composites split into more stable Lamellar and Cylindrical structures. 

The phase boundaries in Figure 5-2 agree qualitatively with the simulation 

report of Schultz et al 61 in the sense that  

(1) TkBAB /ε at Order–Disorder transition (for both LAM and CYL) stays fairly 

constant as the nanoparticle fraction varies. It has been observed previously61, 229 
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the addition of neutral nanoparticles could screen part of the AB repulsions and 

increase TkBODT /ε . Selective nanoparticles are expected to partition less to the AB 

interface due to enthalpic penalty, resulting in less increase in TkBODT /ε . In the 

system studied in Figure 5-2, it is actually more energetically favorable for the B 

block to reside at the AB interface than nanoparticles ( 2* =Pε ). Therefore little AB 

repulsion is screened by nanoparticles, resulting in little change in TkBODT /ε in 

comparison to pure block copolymer melt.  

(2) TkBAB /ε at LAM-CYL Order-Order transition increases very rapidly in the 

avep,φ  span of 0.25-0.3. The dotted lines in Figure 5-2 represent the nanoparticle 

fraction in the lamellar and cylindrical phases at the OOT. These lines enclose a 

region where the composites are metastable and should eventually phase split into 

coexisting LAM and CYL phases. If kinetic effects are considered, these composites 

might also be trapped in transitional morphologies such as perforated lamella (PL). 

However, PL has been shown to disappear at high interaction energy in simulations 

whereas the metastable region in Figure 5-2 grows broader. On the other hand, the 

metastable domain also partially overlaps with the bicontinuous gyroid phase 

region observed during LAM-CYL transition in pure block copolymers both by 

experiments 230, 231 and SCFT calculations. 11 Simulations 61 reported the existence of 

PL in the avep,φ  span of 0.1-0.3 instead of the gyroid phase. It was argued 61 that the 

addition of nanoparticle might destabilize the gyroid structure if they are 

incorporated in the majority domain.  
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Fig 2 is also different from the simulation in that it is only observed in our 

phase diagram that in the vicinity of ODT, there is a narrow window of avep,φ  in the 

range of 0.08-0.25, through which the disordered phase first transits to a cylindrical 

phase before lamellar phase as temperature is lowered. In this window, the amount 

of nanoparticles needed to destabilize a lamellae phase increases rapidly as 

TkBAB /ε increases. This observation is consistent with the SCFT prediction 130 for 

pure block copolymers as the asymmetry between the two blocks in the copolymer 

increases. This consistency indicates the similarity between geometric asymmetry 

due to the swelling effect of incorporating strongly selective nanoparticles and 

chemical asymmetry due to the block partition in the copolymers. On the other hand, 

the existence of particles introduces an additional degree of freedom and allows 

coexisting phases with different amount of particles while for asymmetric block 

copolymers, the LAM and CYL phase at transition would have the same overall 

composition due to stoichiometry. The three phase coexistence point is found by 

searching the CYL-LAM transition line for the state that has vanishing surface free 

energy, (as the surface free energy of the disordered state vanishes) which is 

defined as the difference between the grand free energy of the system studied and 

that of a homogeneous system with the same density and composition, i.e. 

−Ω=Ω )}]([{)}]([{ rr ρρs ][ bb ρΩ . It takes much more computational effort to 

converge a state close to the order - disordered transition than the order-order 

transition.  
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We take one step further to compare the CYL-LAM phase transition induced 

by the addition of nanoparticles and the asymmetry of the copolymers. If avep,φ

amount of B-affinitive nanoparticles are added to symmetric block copolymer 

composites, the total fraction of B-type segments would be avepaveB ,, φφ + . For pure 

asymmetric block copolymers to have the same total B fraction, this relation holds: 

=≈ faveB

*

,φ avepaveB ,, φφ +  ( faveA −≈ 1*

,φ ). The approximation becomes exact as the 

systems become infinitely incompressible. Similarly, the average volume fractions of 

A, B blocks in the composite material are assumed to be nearly equal due to 

stoichiometry, i.e. ≈≈ aveBaveA ,, φφ 2/)1( ,avepφ− . Then the relation )5.0(2, −= favepφ  is 

established for the equivalence of excess B-type segments amount between the two 

systems. In Figure 5-3, the CYL-LAM transition for pure asymmetric block 

copolymers is compared with the composites studied in Figure 5-2 in TkBAB /ε ~ 

avep,φ  space with the value 2(f − 0.5) being a pseudo nanoparticle fraction for the 

asymmetric copolymers. Order-disorder transitions are not shown in Figure 5-3 for 

simplicity. The B block fraction in the asymmetric block copolymers is varied by 

fixing the A block and elongating the B block. Both systems converge to the same 

pure symmetric block copolymer melt as avep,φ → 0 or f → 0.5.At high temperatures, 

the amount of additional B segments required for LAM-CYL transition through 

addition of nanoparticles is similar to that through B block addition. But as 

temperature is lowered, the selectivity of particles becomes more pronounced and 

the LAM-CYL phase transition could be achieved with fewer particles than addition 

of B segments to B blocks.   
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Figure 5-3 Lamellae – cylinder phase boundaries for the same composite 

studied in Fig 2 (dotted lines), and pure block copolymer (solid line). The 

horizontal axis for pure block copolymer represents 2(f-0.5), where f is the 

fraction of B block in the copolymer. 

5.3.2. Cylinder-Lamellae phase transition mechanism 

In this section, we examine the surface free energy density of block 

copolymer composites with varying nanoparticle loadings along the cylinder-

lamellae phase transition, through the use of pseudo arclength continuation 

embedded in the TRAMONTO DFT package.  sΩ of the system studied in Figure 5-2 

at TkBAB /ε = 0.045 is plotted in Figure 5-4 against bulk density of nanoparticles. In 

such a diagram, it is more convenient to observe a phase transition since the same 
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bulk densities indicate the same chemical potentials. The total density in the bulk 

phase during continuation is fixed while the nanoparticle density varies.  

The continuation process starts from a stable ordered phase with cylindrical 

morphology at 
3

, pbp σρ  = 0.2 ( avep,φ = 0.304), which is the right most point on the 

stable free energy curve denoted by the solid line. Then a small density perturbation 

is applied through pseudo arclength continuation algorithm in the specified 

direction of decreased nanoparticle density. Density profile is then equilibrated / 

converged at this lower density from the previous solution. Consecutive states are 

tracked along the free energy curve until the solver reaches the spinodal point (b), 

beyond which the E-L equation couldn’t be satisfied for this set of system 

parameters. The solver then searches for a possible new morphology. In this case, 

metastable states (c) and (d) are found and finally a second spinodal point (e) of a 

new morphology is reached. The structural transformation is done through the 

evolution of metastable states. The solver then retains its original search direction 

and completes the free energy calculation for the new morphology, which turns out 

to be lamella structure after examination of the density profiles. Note that the 

surface free energy for the composites is always lower than that of pure block 

copolymers. In our calculations, this could be interpreted as the surface free energy 

of the system is lowered when block copolymers are replaced by nanoparticles. For 

a wide range of nanoparticle densities, there are several solutions corresponding to 

a single density, with the one carrying the lowest surface free energy density being 
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the stable state. The distinct change of slope at the point where two stable free 

energy branches meet indicates that the CYL-LAM transition is first order in nature.  

 

Figure 5-4 Surface grand free energy density versus nanoparticle ( 2* =Pε , 

1* =Pσ ) density for N = 20 copolymer composite at  TkBAB /ε = 0.045. The dot-

dashed line shows the surface free energy for the pure symmetric block 

copolymer melt with lamellae morphology. The two branches of stable free 

energy curve (solid lines) meet at nanoparticle density 3

, pbp σρ
 
= 0.1735. 

Density profiles of A blocks and nanoparticles for the states marked in Figure 

5-4 are shown in Figure 5-5 and 5-6 to illustrate the evolution of morphological 

transformation. From states (a) to (b), the material maintains cylindrical 
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morphology. The A block domain expands slightly due to the decrease of 

nanoparticle density, which is also evidenced by the dimming of nanoparticle 

concentration color in Figure 5-6(b). The free energy densities on the searching 

route for new morphology ((b) to (c)) almost lie on top of the free energy branch for 

cylindrical structure. Corresponding density profiles have shown that the cross 

sectional areas of minor cylinder phases formed by A block in Figure 5-5(b) are 

deformed slightly to elliptic shapes in Figure 5-5(c) as the density of nanoparticles 

increases. The deformation is likely caused by local density fluctuations of the 

nanoparticles. Weak inter connections of these deformed cylinders could also be 

observed in Figure 5-5(c). This deformation continues as state (c) evolves into state 

(d) where cylinders are ‘squeezed’ into sheet like morphology and are inter-

connected strongly. At the spinodal point (e), the density profiles indicate lamellar 

structure with no evidence of deformed cylinders. State (f) then simply follows the 

lamellar morphology as nanoparticle density is decreased. States (a) and (f) have 

the same surface free energy and bulk phase density at 
3

, pbp σρ = 0.1735, but display 

very distinct structures. They are two coexisting stable states at the thermodynamic 

transition with the cylindrical and lamellar morphologies carrying 26.4% and 25.4% 

nanoparticles, respectively. At lower temperatures, the difference of the 

nanoparticle fraction in CYL and LAM phases increases, as shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-5 Density profiles for A blocks at the states marked in Figure 5-4. 

Color intensity represents the level of concentration of species, as indicated by 

the color bars on the right. 

 

Figure 5-6 Nanoparticle density profiles at the states marked in Figure 5-4. 
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Note that the local segment density in DFT is also proportional to the 

probability of finding this segment at the spatial location. The structures given in 

Figure 5-5 and 5-6 are the averaged configuration among a number of kinetically 

relaxed statistical ensembles. It is expected that the deformed cylinders could have a 

spectra of size distribution in each individual configuration. Therefore, the 

morphology of metastable states (c) and (d) found in this work agrees well with the 

experimental report of Kim et al 34 and calculations using dynamic theories.220-222 

However, this cylinder deformation mechanism does not agree with the experiment 

of Lin et al 217 in which the cylinders are shown to simply grow larger and inter 

connect with their neighbors with little deformation to form lamellar structure. The 

spacing of the cylindrical morphologies during transition does not follow the 

hexagonal packing of classical cylindrical structure. In Lin’s experiments, the 

nanoparticles are strongly hybridized with copolymer matrix, which could 

contribute to the interconnection of cylinders as well. Interestingly, the transitional 

morphology in Lin’s experiment and the deformed cylinders found in this work have 

been both observed in a single transition in the experiments of Hajduk et al 232 who 

studied the thermo induced CYL-LAM transition in PS-PEB pure block copolymers. 

The two types of structures are labeled ‘disordered cylinders’ and ‘modified layers’, 

respectively.  

We have confirmed that the transition between metastable states (b, CYL) 

and (e, LAM) is reversible. The arc length continuation is done with fixed 

computation size at first. Various states are then chosen from the free energy curve 

and checked for equilibrium state by varying domain size. Note that the equilibrium 
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domain size is checked in both dimensions for metastable morphologies. The free 

energies are then corrected to reduce the effect of finite computation box size. We 

notice that the metastable states can only be captured by continuation when 

TkBAB /ε < 0.055. Otherwise, the continuation cannot find the first spinodal point (b) 

even when nanoparticle density is decreased to zero. Further continuation breaks 

down because nanoparticle density would decrease to unphysical negative values. 

The whole continuation process without computation size variation can be 

completed in several hours on a single processor.  

5.3.3. Effects of nanoparticle size and copolymer length on Cylinder—

Lamellae phase transition 

In the last section, the physical evolution of CYL-LAM transition concluded 

from a model composite containing 20=N block copolymers and 1* =Pσ  

nanoparticles has been shown to qualitatively agree with previous experiments and 

theoretical calculations. These parameters may not be representative of reported 

experimental conditions. Therefore, in this section we complement our results in 

5.3.2 by studying the effect of species size variations on the behavior of the LAM-

CYL transition.  

The nanoparticle reduced densities and volume fractions in each phase at 

CYL-LAM transition are plotted against copolymer chain length and nanoparticle 

size in Figure 5-7. As copolymers grow longer, the reduced densities at the 

transition increases slightly and eventually approach an asymptotic value of 0.23, as 

shown by the power law fit (dashed line) in Figure 5-7(a). On the other hand, the 
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nanoparticle volume fractions in both CYL and LAM phases stay fairly constant as 

the copolymer length varies. Longer copolymers have higher bond density and 

enhanced entropic ‘push’ 225 on the particles to regions with more voids. 

Nanoparticles within B domain would then redistribute to favor the AB interface at 

increasing copolymer length, as shown in previous DFT calculations. 58 However, the 

geometric ratio of the A,B domain sizes has been shown to change little, resulting in 

the fairly constant nanoparticle volume fraction at transition. Copolymers shorter 

than 20 segments are not considered since their ODTs can be higher than the 

temperature at which the calculations are done.  

 

Figure 5-7 Nanoparticle volume fraction and reduced density at CYL-LAM 

transition as a function of (a) copolymer length and (b) nanoparticle size. S 

ymbols are from the calculations of iSAFT. Dashed lines are best power law fit. 

2* =Pε , 1* =Pσ nanoparticles are used at TkBAB /ε = 0.045 in (a). 2* =Pε  

nanoparticles are used at TkBAB /ε = 0.075 with 20 segment copolymers in (b). 

Total reduced densities are fixed during these calculations. 
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Nanoparticle size has a stronger influence on the CYL-LAM transition than 

the length of copolymer molecules, as shown in Figure 5-7(b). As nanoparticles 

grow larger, the reduced densities at the OOT increase drastically, especially when

2* ≤Pσ , and eventually approach an asymptotic value as well. The nanoparticle 

volume fractions in CYL phase at transition follows the same trend as the reduced 

densities. However, nanoparticle volume fractions in LAM phase show a maximum 

as nanoparticle size increases. The increase in the amount of nanoparticles required 

for LAM-CYL transition is consistent with previous observations by simulations 61 

and DFT 59, 229 that smaller nanoparticles are more efficient in swelling their 

preferred domains. 

We found that the negative of surface grand free energy density at the 

transition varies linearly on a log scale with nanoparticle size, as shown in Figure 

5-8. Even though the nanoparticle density 
3

, pbp σρ at the transition is close for 3* =Pσ

and 4* =Pσ nanoparticles, the surface grand free energy for the larger particle case 

is one magnitude higher and very close to that of a disordered phase. The shift of 

system towards ODT by large particles is observed in simulations 61 and is explained 

as the large particles do not arrange themselves efficiently, disrupting local polymer 

structures and making the system less stable.61 Experiments also indicated that for 

large nanoparticles, the amount of particles required for ODT is less.233 We have not 

been able to obtain converged phase transition information for larger particles since 

the calculations close to ODT are slowed down substantially and become unstable. 
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However, we expect macrophase separation between polymers and particles to take 

place as the size asymmetry increases. 

 

Figure 5-8 Negative of grand free energy density at CYL-LAM transition plotted 

against nanoparticle sizes. Calculations are done under the same condition as 

Figure 5-7(b). 

5.4. Conclusion 

Complex multi-dimensional morphologies in block copolymer – nanoparticle 

composites are studied for the first time using a single framework molecular theory 

that is general for both polymers and particles. This Chapter also demonstrated an 

alternative route sufficiently general to study and explain phase transition 

evolutions in BCP/NP composites with an equilibrium theory.  
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Phase diagrams of BCP/NP composite systems have been constructed using 

the iSAFT Density Functional Theory accelerated by Fast Fourier Transform. The 

effort in finding the equilibrium spacing of cylindrical structures is reduced by fixing 

the ratio of the two sides of the rectangular computation unit cell to a pre-assumed 

derived from the equilibrated cylindrical structure. Phase boundaries between 

disordered, lamellar and cylindrical phases agree qualitatively with coarse grained 

discontinuous molecular dynamics simulation report.61 The Cylinder-Lamellae 

phase transition induced by the addition of nanoparticles is compared with that 

induced by the elongation of the particle affinitive block. It is observed that selective 

particles are more efficient in inducing CYL-LAM transition than the asymmetry of 

the copolymer itself at low temperatures.  

The evolution of the CYL-LAM transition is then successfully tracked using 

the pseudo arclength continuation method incorporated in the TRAMONTO DFT 

package. The surface free energy during the transition is reported against 

nanoparticle density. The CYL-LAM transition is also shown to be 1st order in nature. 

Detailed composition profiles of the metastable morphologies during the transition 

are obtained by iSAFT and they agree well with previous experiments and 

theoretical calculations.34, 221, 222 These studies show that the minor phases in the 

cylindrical structure would be deformed during the transition by the presence of 

selective nanoparticles. They would then interconnect and form lamellar phase 

eventually. These continuations are done at fixed temperature, polymer length and 

particle size. To cover experimentally relevant parameter space, the size variations 

of particles and polymers are considered. The size of nanoparticles has a stronger 
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influence on CYL-LAM transition than the size of the polymers. Smaller 

nanoparticles are more efficient in inducing the CYL-LAM transition than the larger 

ones.  
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Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks 

6.1. Achievements 

This dissertation has presented comprehensive studies of microstructure 

and phase behavior on multiple length scales for various mixtures of macro and 

micro molecules using molecular theories based on the Statistical Associating Fluid 

Theory (SAFT) and interfacial SAFT Density Functional Theory (DFT). Both 

fundamental and practical extensions of these theories have been made towards 

accurate description and live scale applications of promising systems, such as 

polyolefin solution, block copolymer nanocomposite and amphiphilic surfactant 

solutions.  

On the phenomenological scale, the cloud points of various polyolefin – 

organic solvent systems have been successfully predicted by extending the SAFT-

Dimer equation of state to polyolefins. The new model retains accuracy and requires 
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fewer parameters than previous studies, thus should be especially useful in the 

modeling of long-branch polyolefin systems where experimental measurements are 

lacking. SAFT-D captures the effects of temperature, copolymer molecular weight, 

solvent quality and comonomer content on the phase boundary, as evidenced by the 

agreement between SAFT-D predictions and experimental data. SAFT-D also gives 

better phase boundary predictions at high polymer concentrations, which are of 

industrial interest. New model parameters including those for pure components and 

interacting pairs are reported to facilitate future studies. 

On the nano / molecular scale, the locally ordered block copolymer 

composites with nanoparticles have been analyzed. The deficiency of DFTs based on 

the 1st order Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT1) in predicting composite 

nanostructure when large selective particles are incorporated has been qualitatively 

remedied by including an improved dispersion free energy functional in iSAFT that 

incorporates correlation functions between chemically incompatible species. These 

correlations obtained from molecular simulation and separate DFT calculations 

explicitly account for additional molecular complexity such as the ‘correlation hole 

effect’ and improve dramatically the model predictions of Order-Disorder Transition 

(ODT) between lamellar and disordered phases in both pure block copolymer and 

copolymer nanocomposite systems. This extension is generic to any type of 

molecular potential. With the enthalpic interactions better modeled, iSAFT then has 

been shown to give quantitatively accurate nanostructure of the composite material 

for a wide range of nanoparticle dimensionality and interactions in comparison to 

discontinuous molecular dynamics simulations. In addition, iSAFT calculations have 
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shown that the characteristics of the spacing dependence on chain length in 

different segregation regimes can be predicted in accordance with other theoretical 

approaches within a single DFT framework.   

The calculations in copolymer composites to locate the ODTs between 

disordered and lamellar phases which have density variations in only one direction 

are computationally intensive and call for efficient numerical schemes. The Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) has been then implemented to evaluate all convolution 

integrals in the Euler-Lagrange equations and improve the computation speed by 

10-60 times depending on the particular application while retaining, if not better, 

comparable accuracy.  

The implementation of FFT has also made higher dimensional iSAFT 

calculations possible. The DFT formalism has been extended to consider cylindrical 

morphologies in block copolymer / nanoparticle composites. Phase diagrams 

including disordered, lamellar and cylindrical phases have been constructed for the 

first time using DFT. A metastable region has also been identified between the phase 

domains of lamellas and cylinders, in accordance to the perforated lamellae found in 

molecular simulation and gyroid phase found in pure block copolymer systems. 

With the guidance from the phase diagram, the nanoparticle induced CYL-LAM 

phase transition is then tracked by applying a pseudo arc-length continuation 

method. The free energy along the transition and transitional structures during 

evolutions have been shown to agree with previous experiment observations and 

theoretical calculations. The sizes of copolymer and nanoparticles have then been 
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varied to cover larger parameter space and the resulting effect on CYL-LAM 

transition has been reported. Our method has offered an alternative to study phase 

transition mechanisms using an equilibrium theory instead of a dynamic theory. 

6.2. Future directions 

With the modeling success of SAFT based theories demonstrated in this 

thesis, additional complexities and realities can be built into the model and a 

broader range of new applications can be examined. The future development of the 

molecular theory, especially iSAFT, includes the following aspects: 

6.2.1. Additional interactions 

The new interactions of interest refer to two specific types of potentials: the 

electrostatics and associations. Electrolyte solutions have been the subject of 

practical and fundamental research for the last few decades. However, a molecular-

level understanding of the microscopic structure and thermophysical properties 

remains incomplete. On one hand, the difficulties of modeling these systems come 

from the challenge of developing a model of water as the primary solvent. On the 

other hand, extra complexities compared to neutral systems arise, such as the 

additional length scale (Debye length) or the multibody correlations induced by long 

range Coulombic interactions that make typical mean field theory ineffectual. 

Theoretical modeling is further complicated when polyelectrolytes (PE) are 

considered and chain connectivity comes into play. Polyelectrolytes with additional 

structures and intramolecular interactions, such as star polyelectrolytes, charged 
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dendrimers and grafted block polyampholytes could behave very differently from 

neutral polymers. Despite the wide applications of these molecules in colloidal 

stabilization, surface protection, lubrication and microscopic catalysis, the 

corresponding theoretical studies are primarily based on scaling analysis and field 

theory, which rely on a number of simplifications and could not give complete 

explanations for certain observations.234-237 Hence, the gap between increasingly 

important applications and inefficient theories provides the opportunity for a 

powerful molecular theory with a solid physical background, such as iSAFT. Current 

DFT studies on PE systems rely on two approaches, the density expansion 

method139, 238-240 coupled with analytical solution of correlation functions from the 

Mean Spherical Approximation 241, 242 and the weighted density approximations of 

the bulk free energies.243-245  These two methods are readily applicable to iSAFT.246 

Associating macromolecules containing functional groups capable of forming 

reversible noncovalent bonds can display, interesting phase transitions, and unique 

self-assembled patterns and microstructures. Because of the reversible nature of the 

associating components, temperature can be used to control molecular connectivity, 

and hence the phase behavior and the unique material properties (physical 

properties and processability) of the system. Current and potential applications 

where such technology can be utilized include biosensors, separation devices, 

controlled drug delivery 247, thermal manipulation of the viscosity 248, and the 

development of temperature controlled “smart materials”.249, 250 Numerical self-

consistent field theory (SCFT) and mean field theories are not accurate in describing 

cases of associating macromolecules near solid surfaces or in confined nanoslits. On 
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the other hand, recent developments167, 168, 251 of iSAFT for associating fluids have 

shown promising agreement with simulations and self consistency. It should be 

recognized that the description of association is a particular strength of iSAFT 

considering its segmental formalism as well as rigorous structure and should be 

extended to broader applications of associating macromolecules.  

6.2.2. Shape of molecules 

Plenty of real molecules, especially in biological systems, possess different 

shapes than spheres (disks, ellipsoids) and are constrained to maintain a certain 

configuration. Shape and rigidity of molecules could have profound effect on 

material properties. In describing these systems, the current fully flexible chain 

model based on spherical segments is deemed to be insufficient. The shape of 

molecules, covalent bond angle and control of bond flexibility cannot be explicitly 

described in TPT1. To include at least the three body correlation, one has to go to 

the 2nd order Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory (TPT2) which accounts for 

detailed bond properties at a cost of more computation time. This extension is 

currently being developed by rigorously deriving the 2nd order theory and 

preliminary results have shown quantitative agreement with simulations.57, 252 The 

extension could improve iSAFT predictions on chain properties, as mentioned in 

section 4.3.2. The full capability of iSAFT to represent different shaped molecules 

could lead to broader applications into systems such as liquid crystals, semi-flexible 

surfactants and polymeric composite material with differently shaped additives.  
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6.2.3. Non-equilibrium properties 

The continuation scheme presented in section 5.3.2 is very useful in studying 

phase transitions when the intermediate morphologies are of interest. However, it 

cannot provide true dynamic information such as the pace or the limiting element of 

the transition, unless local transport dynamics are explicitly included in the theory. 

Such dynamic aspects are included in the so called Dynamic DFT (DDFT) framework 

220 by considering off-equilibrium density distribution states through the inclusion 

of fictitious external potential contributions originated from the local net flux of 

molecules. The extension of iSAFT to include dynamic features could lead to 

molecular level understanding of membrane permeation and separation. 

Furthermore, considering the level of sophistication iSAFT has exhibited in 

describing functional macromolecules and petroleum systems, the dynamic-iSAFT 

would also provide critical insights into areas such as drug delivery kinetics and 

asphaltene precipitation mechanisms.  

6.2.4. Mechanical properties 

The enhancement of mechanical properties gained by polymeric material 

through addition of nanoscale additives has been at the center of materials science 

research for the last decade.253-255 The development of a quantitative molecular 

theory which explains the mechanism of property enhancement, gives reliable 

information on mechanical properties and is capable of screening parameter space 

more economical than experiment is of essential importance, but lacking. Current 

developments involving molecular theories mainly follow two paths. The first is to 
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obtain the microscopic molecular distribution of the material from established 

theories and apply this information as input to micromechanical simulations. This 

method has been applied to a study combining SCFT-DFT mesoscale theory with a 

Lattice-Site-Model (LSM) simulation.195 The other method is to relate free energy 

change due to the elongation or compression of the material to the extensional 

modulus and tensile (Young’s) modulus.(shear modulus is considered to vanish in 

the melt state) This method has been developed for pure block copolymers 256 using 

SCFT and extended to BCP/NP composites using hybrid SCFT-DFT 257 and TPT1 

based DFT 59. Both methods are based on the theory of linear elasticity and assume 

quasi-equilibrium conditions. The latter method can be directly implemented in 

iSAFT and the calculations for Young’s modulus require the derivatives of Helmholtz 

free energy of the system with respect to the deviation of polymer spacing from the 

equilibrium spacing.  

The application of a molecular theory capable of predicting mechanical 

properties is certainly not limited to conventional polymeric materials, but 

extrapolatable to other areas, such as biology and interfacial chemistry. For example, 

the lateral stress profile in a self-assembled micro structure has been shown to 

directly relate to local excess Gibbs free energy.258 Such information has been 

calculated using PRISM based DFT 258, 259 and could aid the study of the formation 

and composition of biological lipid bilayers and surfactant micelles. In addition, the 

molecular level knowledge of internal stress could also help establish the 

foundation of certain analytical chemistry methodology, such as the micro 

cantilever deflection measurements on the concentration of lipids.260 
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6.2.5. Efficient numerical algorithms 

The successes of the aforementioned extensions are all dependent on 

whether the theory is numerically efficient enough to handle the additional 

complexities. In comparison to the development of SCFT, which benefits from novel 

numerical algorithms 19, 128, 129 within several decades’ research, the study of model 

numerics is rather limited 169 in the developments of the relatively younger DFT. 

The FFT implemented in this work makes an important step towards the live scale 

applications of iSAFT. There are two limitations in the current numerical setup. The 

first is the computation of the recursive integrals in equation 2.76 and 2.77. These 

calculations could involve extreme numbers and require integer number of 

segments in the chain. If such integrals can be related to the modified diffusion 

equation (2.52) used in SCFT, then a number of established numerical schemes for 

solving partial differential equations could drastically increase the numerical 

efficiency. The second limitation lies in the Picard iteration scheme employed. In 

comparison to SCFT iterations, which can commonly apply a mixing parameter of 

10%, the same parameter used in iSAFT calculations is usually lower than 1%. This 

implies the set of equations solved is not as numerically stable as the ones solved in 

SCFT. One possible remedy is to restructure the Euler-Lagrange equations to 

achieve higher stability. In addition, it has been observed that the reduction of 

errors becomes very slow close to convergence due to the use of a small mixing 

parameter. This can be improved by complementing the current iteration scheme 

with a more efficient one, such as Newton’s method as implemented in the 

TRAMONTO DFT package.246  
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Appendix A  

Fast Fourier Transform Implementations for 

iSAFT 

The operation of Fourier Transform is widely applied in Electrical 

Engineering, Geology and other engineering and physical science disciplines. One of 

the appealing features of Fourier Transform is deconvolution, which turns the 

integration of convoluted quantities into a simple multiplication in the Fourier 

space, as shown in Equation A-1. The computation efficiency of such integrations 

could thus be drastically increased.  

)]()([1
hghg FFF ⋅=∗ −                                            (A-1) 
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∗  is the convolution operator; F  is the Fourier Transform operator and 

1−F is its inverse. 
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where n
C is the set of all complex numbers in the n dimensional space; g~  denotes 

the Fourier transformed g function in k space; k is the angular frequency; i is the 

imaginary unit and rk ⋅ is the inner product of these two quantities found in n
C . The 

integrations and summations in equation A-3, 4 represent continuous and discrete 

Fourier Transforms, respectively. Discrete transform is widely used in various 

theoretical calculations, where computation domains are meshed into grids. The 

continuous transform is useful to identify the analytical expression of a function ( g~ ) 

in Fourier space if the form of its counterpart (g) in real space is known.  

In iSAFT, the terms comprising Euler Lagrange equation (equations 2.81-2.83) 

could all be written in expressions of convolution integrals. Moreover, a number of 

convoluted functions can be given analytically in Fourier space. Therefore, iSAFT 
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calculations could be accelerated substantially by utilizing Fourier Transform. This 

process involves three steps: 1. forward Fourier Transform of data or functions into 

Fourier space; 2. algebraic calculations in Fourier space; 3 backward Fourier 

Transform of quantities in need back into real space. In this appendix, the 

fundamental expressions specific for iSAFT are presented for the use of Fourier 

Transform in Cartesian coordinate. The implementations of such method are 

discussed for various physical systems with different boundary conditions. The 

accuracy and efficiency of this method is also calibrated in comparison to the direct 

integrations applied in previous calculations.  

A.1 iSAFT equations formulated for Fourier Transform 

In this section, terms in the Euler-Lagrange equation derived from iSAFT is 

formulated for Fourier Transform. The local chemical potential ( δρδ /A ) of ideal gas 

is in an algebraic form, thus does not need transform.  

A.1.1. Hard sphere repulsion 

The local chemical potential due to hard core repulsion is given in the 

framework of Fundamental Measure Theory, in which the Helmholtz free energy 

density is a functional of weighted densities. The Fourier Transform formulas of 
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both free energy density and weighted densities could be found in literature.169, 226 

Derivations and comments of these formulas are given as following. For a mixture of 

hard spheres with their radius given by iR , the Fourier Transform of fundamental 

measures )}]([{2,1,3,2,1,0 rivvn ρ can be given as: 

2,1,3,2,1,0)(~)(~)(~
, vvn

i ii =⋅=∑ αωρ αα kkk                            (A-5) 

All the weighting functions in equation 2.61 can be transformed analytically: 
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The rest of weighting functions are proportional to the three shown above. 

Note that the angular frequency could be 0. The limiting values of these weighting 

functions at 0|| →k  are obtained using L’Hospital’s Rule: 
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The Fourier Transform of the density field )(~ kiρ must be obtained discretely. 

There have been plenty of studies and techniques to accelerate these transforms 

even further. A number of these so called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques 

have been incorporated into commercial and open sourced programs. In this work, 

Fast Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW)227 has been selected to conduct forward 

and backward discrete Fourier Transforms. Detailed information of FFTW could be 

found on its website. Once the multiplication operation in equation A-5 is completed 

)(~ kαn could be transformed back to real space to complete one FFT cycle. The hard 

sphere local chemical potential could be given as: 
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Equation A-11 is only a convolution if the order of variables in αω ,i  is 

reversed. This reversion is irrelevant for scalar weighting functions, but changes the 

sign of the vector weighting functions. Therefore, the complex conjugates of 1,
~

viω  
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and 2,
~

viω must be used in the convolution of equation A-11. Since they are purely 

imaginary, their complex conjugates are simply the negative of their original values. 

The FFT of equation A-11 could be given as: (asterisk denotes complex conjugate) 
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The expressions for 
( )1rαδ

δ

n

hsex,Φ
 could be found in literature.169 The FFT of 

( )1rαδ

δ

n

hsex,Φ
 is done on discretized grids and it requires real space values of )(rαn . 

A.1.2. Long range dispersion 

The FFT of the local chemical potential due to long range dispersion 

interactions is possible due to the form of the attractive part of pair potential. 
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The FFT for most attractive pair potentials could be given analytically. For 

example, the FFT for a square well potential 21,)( rrrru ijij ≤≤= ε  could be given as: 
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The analytical form of FFT for Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential has a quite long 

expression and it will not be given here.  

A.1.3. Chain connectivity 

The FFT for the local chemical potential due to non-ideality of chain 

formation could be derived due to the weighted density approximation on the cavity 

correlation function. For chain species with m segments: 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the choice of weighted density ( )riρ  can be 

arbitrary since the exact form of inhomogeneous cavity function is intractable. If the 

simple weighting function (equation 2.80) is used, then: 
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If the modified Fundamental measure weighting (equation 2.61) is used for 

cavity function, then: 
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The analytical form of FFT for the bonding potential is similar to )(~
0 kω : 
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Similar formula could also be written down for jI ,2 . The FFT of jI ,1  is also 

recursive since the FFT of the last term in equation A-19 requires the real space 

value of 1,1 −jI . With equations A-5 to A-20, densities in iSAFT calculations could be 

updated by a series of FFT computations. Picard iterations can then be employed to 

find the equilibrium density profile. Note that the adsorption, average density and 

Helmholtz free energy of the system could not be calculated by FFT since they 
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cannot be given in a convolution form. Certain numerical integration schemes are 

still needed for these calculations.  

A.1.4. Additional comments 

There is no geometry assumed on the computation grid during the derivation 

of the equations in section A.1. Although the Fourier integrals of the weighting 

functions are evaluated through the use of spherical coordinate, the resulting 

analytical formulas are general for any type of coordinates. These formulas are 

solely dependent on the angular frequency k , whose Euclidean norm is 

222|| zyx kkk ++=k , where xk , yk and zk  are components of the frequency vector. The 

definition and decomposition of the norm varies in different coordinate systems. 

The topology of the k space could also be modified during the mapping process from 

real space. If all density related quantities are assumed to be uniform in 2 or 1 of the 

3 dimensions, we can simply choose the k coordinates in these dimensions to be 0, 

i.e. xx kk =|)(| k  and 22|),(| yxyx kkkk +=k . The analytical FFT of functions for any 

dimensional calculations could then be computed given the coordinate mapping rule 

from Cartesian real space grid to k space. If the real space grid in a certain direction 

x is discretized uniformly into xN points with spacing x∆ , then: )1( −∆= jx xj , 
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xNj ,,1L= . Its corresponding k space grid would be given as: )1(
2

−
∆

= j
N

k
xx

x j

π
 . 

Numerical discrete FFT of other data arrays is done using FFTW.  

It is interesting to note that the rigorous derivations of the analytical 

weighting functions after FFT for a 2 dimensional Cartesian coordinate are tedious 

and involves 1st order Bessel functions. However, the derivation for odd number 

dimensional Cartesian coordinate is quite straightforward.228  

A.2 FFT performance tests in various systems with different 

boundary conditions 

Based on Euler’s formula, Fourier Transform could be considered as a special 

form of sine and cosine transforms. Therefore, FFT assumes the data set under 

consideration is periodic beyond the given range. When iSAFT is applied in physical 

systems with morphology extending periodically throughout the domain, FFT could 

be applied naturally. These systems include self-assembling fluids such as bulk 

block copolymers. For many other systems such as confined / semi-confined fluids 

and coexisting immiscible fluids, the data set (such as densities) must be ‘padded’ at 

the boundary of computation domains to ensure FFT works correctly. In this section, 

the data padding techniques are presented for bulk and in wall boundary conditions 
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for cases where densities vary in only one dimension. The accuracy and efficiency of 

FFT are compared with direct integration method. 

A.2.1. Hard spheres in hard slit pores 

We test the FFT performance of the hard core term and implement the 

padding techniques for in-wall boundary condition in the study of hard spheres in 

hard slit pores. First, we focus on a one component hard sphere fluid and assume 

one dimensional density variation in the direction perpendicular to the wall of the 

pores. Figure A-1 presents the comparison of density profiles between different 

integration and iteration schemes for a one component hard sphere fluid with bulk 

density 8.03 =σρb  confined in a hard pore of width σ23.10=L .  The grid spacing for 

these calculations is σ01.0 . When Picard iteration scheme is applied, the mixing 

fraction and convergence tolerance is 0.01 and 1e-4 (evaluated before the density 

profiles are mixed during iterations), respectively. It is observed that using FFT and 

direct integration (both Picard and Newton iterations) give almost identical density 

profiles. The complete density profiles would be symmetric with respect to the 

center point of the domain (z = L/2). 
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Figure A-1 Density profile comparison between different integration and 

iteration schemes. 

It must be pointed out that FFT doesn’t handle the integration through 

singular point (density discontinuity) perfectly well. The density at singular point 

could be considered to have two values (zero and nonzero). Numerical integration 

schemes usually introduce errors. Direct integration could bypass this problem by 

integrating from the surface contact. FFT could not integrate from surface and the 

reason will be discussed later. The density profile from FFT shown in Figure A-1 is 

obtained by applying a correction technique, which modifies the hard sphere 

density at contact to be half of its original value (i.e. average between its zero and 

nonzero value) during the discrete FFT of density. Its original value is kept in 
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subsequent calculations of other quantities. The resulting density profiles obtained 

with and without this correction are compared in Figure A-2. The difference by 

applying the correction technique is quite obvious close to the surface, while not 

visible in the bulk regime. Note that this correction technique should not be applied 

to integrations over continuous quantities. For example, the calculation of )(rαn
 

requires correction since density is discontinuous at surface while the calculation of 

( )ri

hsexA

δρ

δβ ,

does not since 
( )1rαδ

δ

n

hsex,Φ
is continuous throughout the domain. 

  

Figure A-2 Comparison of density profiles for hard spheres in hard pore with 

and without integration correction 
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As mentioned above, the zero density regions inside the hard walls are not 

necessarily included in iSAFT calculations using direct integrations (integrations 

could start from the contact point). However, they must be included in Fourier 

Transforms since these densities serve as zero padding to the nonzero data subset 

to ensure in-wall boundary condition. The size of this padding regime depends on 

the specific equations used. Physically speaking, weighting functions in FMT 

averages quantities on a spherical volume / surface with diameter σ . In 1-D 

calculations, this volume projects to a line with length σ . Since FFT assumes 

periodicity on the data array, (as shown in Figure A-3) in this particular system, the 

zero density region between neighboring nonzero domains has length σ . Therefore, 

the use of FMT does not need extra padding since the calculation of the point on the 

boundary (such as z=0) is not interfered by neighboring periods, as indicated by the 

small dashed circle in Figure A-3.  However, if a weighting function averages 

quantities in a larger domain so that the calculations at the boundary are interfered 

(larger dashed circle), then the zero padding region must be increased accordingly.  
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Figure A-3 Illustration of the padding issue at computation boundaries. 

In this physical system, the numerical results could be compared with the 

exact wall sum rule, which states that the reduced density at wall contact 3)( σσρ +  

should be equal to reduced pressure TkP B/3σ , which is related to the bulk packing 

fraction bη  and the value of pair correlation function at contact )( +σg :68  

 
)(41/3 ++= σησ gTkP bB                                  

(A-21) 

 )( +σg  could be evaluated from hard sphere equation of state. At 8.03 =σρb , 

the reduced pressure evaluated from Carnahan-Starling EOS 75 is 6.200. 3)( σσρ +

and computation time for various calculations is shown in Table A-1. N is the 

number of grid points and ∆% is defined as: 100/))((% ×+−=∆ PTkP B σρ . 
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Table A- 1Comparison of computation accuracy and efficiency  

 

 It can be observed that FFT is much faster than direct integration method 

(6~12 times as fast depending on the number of grid points) while achieving 

equivalent or higher accuracy. The two methods require similar number of iteration 

steps, which indicates the computation of FFT per iteration is also much faster. FFT 

without integration correction gives much higher relative percentage error from 

exact sum rule than that with the correction (4.45% vs 0.086%). It has been pointed 

out in previous publication 78 that the wall density depends on the grid spacing size 

due to the discontinuity point. We have also observed that the accuracy of FFT is 

increased with smaller grid spacing.  

Now instead of a pure hard sphere fluid, a mixture consists of small spheres (

σ=1d , 4.03

1,1 =dbρ ) and large spheres ( σ22 =d , 4.03

2,2 =dbρ ) is considered. The 

Calculation Detail ρ(σ+)σ3 ∆% Time/sec Iterations

Direct integration (dz=0.01, N = 210) 6.1942 0.093218 191 3190

Direct integration (dz=0.025, N = 28) 6.1705 0.476489 25 2499

FFT (dz=0.01, N = 210) 6.1947 0.085800 15 3192

FFT (dz=0.025, N = 28) 6.1430 0.918676 4 2233

FFT w/o correction (dz=0.01, N = 210) 5.924 4.4516129 12 2817
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density profiles of both species are compared between FFT (14 seconds, 2139 

iterations) and direct integrations (357 seconds, 2139 iterations) in Figure A-4. 

Similar conclusions could be drawn from these results.  

  

Figure A-4 Comparison of density profiles from FFT and direct integration for 

hard sphere mixture in a hard pore. 

A.2.2. Hard chains near a hard substrate 

With the correct implementation of hard core exclusion contribution, we 
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implementation of bulk boundary condition on the non-confined end of the melt, 

given that the melt is sufficiently thick. By assuming that the density only varies in 

the direction perpendicular to the substrate, the polymer structures could be 

compared between FFT and direct integration at 5.03 =σρb  in Figure A-5:  

 

Figure A- 5 Comparison of density profiles from FFT and direct integration for 

hard chains near hard surface. (dz = 0.01σ, mixing fraction = 0.005) 
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calculation while direct integration (Picard) requires 2486 iterations and 1563 

seconds. Again, computation speed is increased drastically by applying FFT.  

The bulk boundary condition is implemented by correcting all the density 

related quantities to their bulk values at z>z* in each iteration. These quantities 

include the fundamental measures, local chemical potentials and the recursive 

integrals I1 and I2. The choice of z* is arbitrary and can vary based on the particular 

application. In this example, z* is chosen to be 7L/8. If no correction is applied, 

weighted densities at large z values in a certain period would be affected by the 

densities from the next period since the range of the simple weighting function is 2σ 

in 1D, as shown in Figure A-6. 

 

Figure A- 6 Padding issue at bulk boundary in FFT implementation. 
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On the other hand, weighted densities at small z values would be also 

affected by the previous period. The remediation would be to decorate the 

beginning of each period with zero density regions and pad these regions with zero 

values in each iteration. Physically speaking, this method is equivalent to consider 

the hard surface to have finite thickness. The range of these regions depends on the 

form of weighted densities used. In this example, additional padding of width σ/2 

would be sufficient. The density profile shown in Figure A-5 is obtained with this 

zero density decoration. It is also compared with the results obtained without this 

treatment in Figure A-7. It can be seen that without the decoration, FFT predicts 

wrong structure close to the substrate and violates wall sum rule.  

 

Figure A- 7 Illustration of the significance of zero density decoration in the 

system of hard chains near hard substrate. 
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A.2.3. Homopolymer / Nanoparticle phase coexistence 

For certain chain systems with multiple very different characteristic lengths, 

the simple weighted density formulation for the chain connectivity has been found 

to be unstable. One example of such systems is homopolymer melt with large 

nanoparticles (compared to polymer monomer size), which could spontaneously 

phase separate into nanoparticle-rich and polymer-rich phases if nanoparticles are 

sufficiently large. Tests with direct integration have shown that reduce the range of 

weighted densities in chain connectivity contribution could stabilize the calculations. 

The reason is probably that there is a significant change in density of both species 

across the interface between nanoparticle- and polymer-rich phases since it is 

similar to vapor-liquid interface. Densities weighted in a wide span across the 

interface reduces the difference between the two phases and physically unstable the 

system. In this section, we implement the modified FMT formulation for cavity 

functions and study the athermal homopolymer / nanoparticle phase coexistence.  

In a 200-segment homopolymer melt with nanoparticles 10 times as large as 

polymer segments, the nanoparticle density is calculated at 7/3 =TkP Bσ across the 

interface using iSAFT (FFT) and compared in Figure A-8 with the report of Bryk,198 
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who used the DFT proposed by Yu and Wu.138 The two theories give almost identical 

density profiles. The FFT profile shown in Figure A-8 is obtained after 19230 

iterations and 1893 seconds running time on 2048 grid points. This profile has a 

total error (the total differences compared with previous iteration added from all 

grid points) of 3e-3. Further iterations improve very little on the error.  

 

Figure A- 8 Comparison of nanoparticle structures from iSAFT and the theory 

of Yu and Wu for homopolymer / nanoparticle interface. The inset gives the 

zoomed in structure at -2<z/σ<0. The inset shares axis labels with original 

plot. 
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A.2.4. Bulk block copolymer composites with selective nanoparticles 

In the last step, we demonstrate the implementation of long range dispersion 

contribution in the study of block copolymer composites with nanoparticles. The 

system is periodic in nature and no boundary condition or extra padding is needed. 

Nomenclature used in previous chapters is followed. For symmetric block 

copolymer (m=20) composite with selective nanoparticles ( 1,2 ** == PP εσ ), the 

density profiles of species at 10*,4.0,04.0 3

,

3

, === TBCPbBCPNPbNP σρσρ are calculated 

using FMT formalism for inhomogeneous cavity function by both FFT and direct 

integration. These two integration methods give almost identical outputs, as 

compared in Figure A-9(a). With 1024 grid points, it takes FFT 39 seconds and 2356 

iterations to converge while it takes direct integration 2619 seconds and 2150 

iterations to complete the same task.  

The same composite is also equilibrated at 8* =T and fixed average packing 

fraction 28.0,07.0 == BCPNP ηη . The average packing fraction and equilibrium 

spacing is found by using the numerical methods described in Chapter 4. The 

density profiles calculated from iSAFT with FFT are compared in Figure A-9(b) with 
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the reports of Jin et al, 59 who used Yu and Wu’s DFT formalism. The results from 

these two theories are again almost identical to each other.  

 

 Figure A- 9 Comparison of density profiles between FFT accelerated 

iSAFT with (a) iSAFT with direct integration and (b) DFT calculations by Jin et 

al. for symmetric block copolymer composite with selective nanoparticles.  
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developed and applied to study phase behaviors of copolymer composites as shown 

in Chapter 5. Previous theoretical studies including molecular simulations and field 

approaches did not report structures that are comparable to iSAFT. Therefore, the 

2-D programs are validated by comparing to 1-D calculations in the cases when 

block copolymers form lamellar structures. It has been observed (but not shown in 

this section) that the density profiles on the cross section perpendicular to the 

extension of lamellar sheets in 2-D calculations are identical to that obtained from 1-

D calculations.  

There are several tips to optimize the FFT computation through FFTW. FFTW 

is the fastest if the number of grid points could be factored into multiplication of the 

powers of small prime numbers, i.e. Number of points = 
qpmn 7532 , where n,m,p,q 

are integers. The real data arrays could be transformed either into complex data 

arrays or real data arrays in k space. As long as the quantity convoluted with a 

certain real data array is not complex in k space, this array should be always 

transformed into real k space to save machine memory and increase computation 

efficiency.227   
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